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Abstract 
This thesis analyzes the representations of nature and environments in two works of science 
fiction: the Rifters Trilogy, by the Canadian author Peter Watts, comprised of three novels in four 
volumes: Starfish (1999), Maelstrom (2001), ßehemoth B-Max (2004), and ßehemoth Seppuku 
(2005); and the novel The Road (2006), by the American author Cormac McCarthy, in order to 
theorize their critical and literary implications. To do so, some significant theories in the field of 
science fiction theory are explored and appropriated in order to develop analyses of the novels. 
The integration of these theories and their concepts in the analyses allows me to articulate how 
nature and environments are defamiliarized and generate an estrangement effect within the 
selected narratives because of their respective sf novums and the consequences they entail. 
Nature is presented in the primary texts as hybrid—transformed by human intervention 
and technology—but also as sick, dying, destroyed, and as something lost, absent, mourned and 
virtually only remembered in dreams. Both works re-imagine nature, re-contextualize 
environments, and ultimately present post-natural worlds in ways that evidence similar literary 
strategies. However, they offer a major critical difference: for the Rifters trilogy points out the 
possible tragic consequences of the failure to overcome environmental issues in our time, while 
The Road portrays the destruction of society and the planet as we know them but silences the 
causes. 
Key words: ecocriticism, ecodystopia, environment, estrangement, nature, novum, postnatural, 
science fiction. 
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Résumé 
Ce mémoire propose une analyse des représentations de la nature et de l’environnement dans 
deux œuvres de science-fiction: la trilogie des Rifters—de l’auteur canadien Peter Watts—, qui 
comprend trois romans en quatre tomes: Starfish (1999), Maelstrom (2001), ßehemoth B-Max 
(2004) et ßehemoth Seppuku (2005); et le roman The Road (2006) de l’auteur américain Cormac 
McCarthy. Cette étude vise à théoriser les implications critiques et littéraires de ces 
représentations. Pour ce faire, un survol de quelques-unes des principales théories de la science-
fiction précède l’analyse des romans. L’intégration de ces théories et des concepts qu’elles 
mettent de l’avant à l’analyse des romans me permet d’articuler le fait que, dans les récits choisis, 
les novums science-fictionnels entraînent la défamiliarisation de la nature et de l’environnement, 
ce qui produit un effet d’étrangeté. 
En effet, dans ces récits la nature est soit hybride— transformée par l’intervention des 
humains et de la technologie—, soit malade, mourante, détruite, ou absente et pleurée par les 
personnages, qui se la remémorent en rêve. Dans les deux cas, la nature est ré-imaginée, 
l’environnement est recontextualisé et des mondes post-naturels sont présentés d’une façon qui 
implique des stratégies littéraires semblables, mais une différence critique importante: la trilogie 
de Watts met en évidence les conséquences tragiques possibles de notre échec à surmonter les 
enjeux environnementaux de notre époque. Le roman de McCarthy dresse le portrait de la 
destruction de la société et de la planète tels que nous les connaissons, mais en tait les causes. 
 
Mots-clés: écocritique, écodystopie, environnement, étrangeté, nature, novum, post-naturel, 
science-fiction. 
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Introduction: Science Fiction, Environmental Issues, and Ecocriticism 
I became aware of global warming and was made more curious about environmental 
issues when I first saw Al Gore’s film An Inconvenient Truth (2006). In this film, Al Gore 
explains what global warming is, what causes it, and what the impacts of future climate change 
will likely be. For example, Gore shows animated satellite images of the numerous places around 
the globe that could be flooded because of rising sea levels towards the end of the century if 
global warming is not stopped or slowed down. The animated scientific projections show dark 
water engulfing the streets in-between Manhattan’s skyscrapers in New York City and the viewer 
dives into ecodystopia. 
In their article entitled “Public Communication of Climate Change Science: Engaging 
Citizens Through Apocalyptic Narrative Explanation,” Philippa Spoel, David Goforth, Hoi Cheu, 
and David Pearson analyze several works of public communication about climate change, 
including An Inconvenient Truth, and explain how these works “draw on the rhetorical resource 
of apocalyptic narrative explanation to promote scientific fluency and inspire citizen engagement 
in the issues” (49). Indeed, we can find in the vast majority of documentaries, magazine articles, 
and essays about global warming and other alarming environmental issues snippets of 
ecodystopian or apocalyptic narrative that are used as a way to dramatize the impacts of the issue 
and emotionally engage the audience. These grim portraits of the Earth’s future usually include 
droughts, floods, crop failures, the extinction of animals, water shortages, poverty, starvation, 
war, and mass migrations of environmental refugees. While apocalyptic scenarios present a world 
in which some of or all of these elements lead to the fall of civilization and are focused on 
destruction, ecodystopian scenarios present a society in which environmental decay and 
ecological crises play a central role in the story but do not necessarily lead to what is often 
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refered to as ‘the end of the world’. As global warming and climate change intensify, and as 
public awareness of the crisis is growing, more and more fiction and non-fiction about these 
topics has been produced. Just as ecodystopian science fiction is found in environmental and 
scientific documentaries about global warming (and other contemporary environmental issues 
such as massive bee depopulation), conversely the scientific projections and environmental 
discourse on climate change fuel science fiction literature and film. 
The intersection between science fiction and environmental discourse is not new and it is 
usually traced back to Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring (1962), a book about ecology and the 
harmful effects of pesticides on flora and fauna that played an important role in the development 
of the environmentalist movement in the United States. In their essay “Silent Spring and Science 
Fiction: An Essay in the History and Rhetoric of Narrative,” discourse critics M. Jimmie 
Killingsworth and Jacqueline S. Palmer assert that “the literary parallels between Silent Spring 
and science fiction, both in form and in content, are worthy of our attention” (175). As they point 
out, although Carson devoted her career to writing “science nonfiction literature”, the opening 
chapter of Silent Spring, “A Fable for Tomorrow,” can be read as a brief experiment in science 
fiction (175, 177). As they explain, in this chapter Carson presents a future in which 
technological progress leads to apocalyptic disaster: “the human attempt to control nature, to 
improve upon nature, leads finally to the death of nature” (178). Indeed, the book is called Silent 
Spring because in its fable no birds are heard anymore as pollution and toxic pesticides have 
made them extinct. Employing “the imagery of nuclear disaster”, the fable is intended as a 
warning, a “counternarrative to the master story of progress” (186). The historical context of the 
Cold War, the growing awareness of environmental risks, and the emerging environmentalist 
movement of the sixties led to the production of much science nonfiction presenting narrative 
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using the science fiction mode, such as in the works of Paul Erlich and Barry Commoner. On 
the flip side of the coin, this led to an explosion of science fiction literature on environmental and 
ecological issues—mainly overpopulation and pollution—, such as John Brunner’s The Sheep 
Look up (1972). As Palmer and Killingsworth note, the modern form of the apocalyptic narrative 
is consistently present throughout the nonfiction environmental literature corpus as it is in the 
science fiction corpus (178), and “as a literature of recruitment—writing that fires the 
imagination and inspires interest in scientific topics—science fiction shares an honored place 
with popular science nonfiction, a position that no science textbook, specialized article, or 
university lecture could fill” (175). 
Numerous essays have been written about the intersection of science fiction
1
 and 
environmental discourse or criticism, such as “Frank Herbert’s Dune and the Discourse of 
Apocalyptic Ecologism in the United States” (1990) by R.J. Ellis, “The Non-Alibi of Alien 
Scapes: SF and Ecocriticism” (2001) by Patrick D. Murphy, “Biotic Invasions: Ecological 
Imperialism in New Wave Science Fiction” (2007) by Rob Latham, and “Ecocriticism, 
Humanism, Eschatological Jouissance: J. G. Ballard and the Ends of the World” (2009) by 
Rudolphus Teeuwen. As Susan Stratton points out in her article “The Messiah and the Greens: 
The Shape of Environmental Action in Dune and Pacific Edge” (2001), although “[c]ritics have 
been rather slow to respond to the importance of ecology and its impact on SF, […] SF has 
proved to be a particularly fruitful venue for the explorations of environmental themes” (303). 
Still according to Stratton, the study of sf from an ecocritical perspective is profitable to both the 
scholars of sf and ecocritics as it broadens the scope of both fields (304). She suggests that, 
                                                 
1
 Science fiction will be referred to as “sf” from this point onward in the thesis. 
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among other questions, “SF critics might be asking: [w]hat constitutes ‘nature’ or ‘the natural’ 
in an SF text?” (304). This is one question this project seeks to answer. 
This thesis offers a survey of sf theory and an experiment in ecocriticism; it explores the 
nature of sf in order to analyze and comment on the representation of nature and environmental 
crises within sf narratives. In her seminal “Introduction” to The Ecocriticism Reader: Landmarks 
in Literary Ecology (1996), Cheryll Glotfelty defines ecocriticism as “the study of the 
relationship between literature and the physical environment,” and she explains that: “[j]ust as 
feminist criticism examines language and literature from a gender-conscious perspective, and 
Marxist criticism brings an awareness of modes of production and economic class to its reading 
of texts, ecocriticism takes an earth-centered approach to literary studies” (xviii). Moreover, she 
suggests that “ecocritics and theorists ask questions” about the representation of nature, and the 
role of physical settings and ecological values in literary production. However, it is important to 
note that ecocriticism, although it tends to focus on literature, is a criticial perspective that can be 
applied to all kinds of cultural production. In his book Ecocriticism (2004), Greg Garrard talks 
about both “literary and cultural ecocriticism” and he suggests that “the widest definition of the 
subject of ecocriticism is the study of the relationship of the human and the non-human, 
throughout human cultural history and entailing critical analysis of the term ‘human’ itself” (5). 
As Garrard remarks, ecocriticism is not simply about nature, but like ecology, about the 
relationship between humans and other organisms, and their separate and mutual environments 
(5). This thesis will address these factors and considerations by analyzing the representation of 
nature, the role of physical settings, and the relationship between the characters and their 
environments in the selected primary texts. 
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Amongst the primary works selected for my analysis is the eco-dystopian and hard sf 
Rifters Trilogy by Canadian author and marine mammal biologist Peter Watts. It consists of three 
novels in four volumes (the third novel is in two volumes): Starfish (1999), Maelstrom (2001), 
ßehemoth B-Max (2004) and ßehemoth Seppuku (2005)
2
. The trilogy presents a near future in 
which the environment is deeply altered by climate change, pollution, resources depletion and 
environmental degradation. Initially in this narrative, rifters, amphibious cyborgs, work in a 
geothermal station on the seabed, in order to provide energy to the remaining human and 
posthuman enclaves at the surface. However, a strange virus is discovered in the abyss, 
genetically modified, and is allowed to spread on the surface of the earth with terrible 
consequences.  
The second primary work under study is the post-apocalyptic novel The Road by 
American author Cormac McCarthy. In this novel, a father and his son struggle to survive in a 
devastated American landscape. An unknown disaster has destroyed and killed almost all life and 
the unnamed father and son must face the cold, starvation, and cannibals on their quest towards 
the South in hope of finding an untouched refuge or at least escape the deadly winter. I chose to 
analyze and compare these narratives because they both present (post) apocalyptic 
representations of nature, radical transformations of the environment, and the postnatural, which 
simply put, refers to nature that has be altered by technology or human intervention. Also, both 
stories take place on earth, and were both published around the same period, the early 2000’s.  
There tend to be four kinds of representations of nature in sf: unchanged nature (the 
emphasis being on other elements), alien nature (when the story takes place on another planet), 
nature transformed by advanced technology, and destroyed nature. Nature in the Rifters Trilogy 
                                                 
2
 Although I initially planned to analyze only one of these novels, Maelstrom, I quickly realized I had to address all 
of the trilogy because a lot of the points I wanted and needed to make encompassed the whole trilogy. This said, I 
tend to focus on the first two novels. 
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is transformed by technology, and destroyed by human intervention and pollution, while in The 
Road nature is completely destroyed (though it is never made explicit how this came about). 
Discussing these selected primary works has a critical advantage because they exemplify two 
standard sf representations of nature on earth: as radically transformed and as destroyed. These 
narratives share a lot of similarities in the ways in which they represent nature and the 
postnatural. Degraded and strange physical settings play a similar role within each of the 
narratives, which are both post-apocalyptic and ecodystopian. However, they are also very 
different: while the Rifters Trilogy presents a world in which technology is central, and 
corporations and a power elite are still doing serious damage to the environment, The Road 
presents a world where civilization has collapsed and in which there is no more high-tech culture, 
no elite, and nothing but desperate, tragic and cannibalistic survivors. Moreover, while both 
works re-imagine nature, re-contextualize environments, and ultimately present post-natural 
worlds in ways that evidence similar literary strategies, they also evidence a major critical 
difference: for the Rifters trilogy points out the possible tragic consequences of the failure to 
overcome environmental issues in our time, while The Road portrays the destruction of society 
and the planet as we know them but silences the causes. 
In the first chapter, I will summarize Darko Suvin’s theory of sf as the literature of 
cognitive estrangement, which includes the concept of the novum as a dominant element of sf 
texts. Then, I will present two other more recent theorists who criticized and enriched Suvin’s 
theory: Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. and Simon Spiegel. I will focus on Csicsery-Ronay, Jr.’s 
definition of the sf novum, and Spiegel’s theory which states that the distinction and interactions 
between the processes of naturalization, defamiliarization, and diegetic estrangement are central 
to sf. In the second and third chapters I will use the aforementioned concepts and theories to 
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analyze and discuss the representations of nature, the role of physical settings, and the 
relationships between characters and their environments in the Rifters Trilogy and The Road 
respectively. I will identify and discuss the novums and instances of diegetic estrangement, and 
explain the central roles the representations of nature and the death of nature play within these 
processes, and conversely, the role of these processes in the way nature is represented. The 
integration of these theories and concepts in the analyses allows me to articulate how nature and 
environments, being defamiliarized, generate an estrangement effect because of their respective 
sf novums and the consequences they entail. 
Presentation and Definition of Key Concepts  
Apart from more theoretically based sf concepts, which will be defined and explained in 
detail in the following chapter, some other concepts previously mentioned, need to be defined to 
ensure clarity throughout this thesis. These concepts are nature, the natural, the posthuman, the 
postnatural, and ecodystopianism. 
1. Nature and the Natural 
In Keywords, Raymond Williams regards “nature” as “perhaps the most complex word in 
the language” (219). Whether it is the most complex term or not, it is surely not easy to define 
and much more complex than it may seem at first glance. As philosopher Kate Soper remarks in 
her historical and cultural study What is Nature? (1995),  “its complexity is concealed by the ease 
and regularity with which we put it to use in a wide variety of contexts” (1). 
Like many other concepts, ‘nature’ is often defined in terms of dichotomies: the natural 
versus the artificial, nature versus culture, and nature versus the human. Indeed, the Oxford 
Dictionary of English defines nature as “the phenomena of the physical world collectively, 
including plants, animals, the landscape, and other features and products of the earth, as opposed 
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to humans or human creations” (1183). According to this definition, not only is what is human-
made, the artificial, opposed to the realm of the natural, but human beings themselves are 
excluded from the realm of nature. Summarizing divergent conceptualizations and definitions of 
nature, Kate Soper stresses that: 
In its commonest and most fundamental sense, the term ‘nature’ refers to everything which is 
not human and distinguished from the work of humanity. Thus ‘nature’ is opposed to culture, 
to history, to convention, to what is artificially worked or produced, in short, to everything 
which is defining of the order of humanity (15). 
 
She considers this “conception of nature as ‘otherness’ to humanity” to be a “conceptual 
distinction [that] remains indispensable” to our thinking about nature even if she believes the 
opposition between the natural and the human, or the human and the non-human is questionable 
(15). Moreover, Soper identifies  
Two closely related distinctions [that] have been central to Western thinking about nature: 
that between what is naturally given and what is dictated by nature and what is contrived (the 
artificial) and that between what is dictated by nature and what is humanly instigated (the 
cultural or conventional) (37). 
 
These distinctions may be indispensable but they are far from mutually exclusive. Rather, they 
overlap as the boundaries between the natural and the artificial are constantly blurring, and 
sometimes erased altogether. Indeed, as Lawrence Buell writes in The Future of Environmental 
Criticism (2005), “nature may no longer exist anymore in the traditional sense of entities 
unmodified by human influence” (143). In fact, he declares that “to insist that a thing is natural in 
the sense of being primordial is arguably to mythologize or to obfuscate” and he suggests that 
what appears to be natural is often “naturalized” (143). 
What Soper and Buell’s views of nature have in common is to see it as a relative concept. 
Instead of opposing the natural and the artificial, they suggest that we can identify levels of 
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‘naturalness’ (Soper 183; Buell 143). Buell gives examples such as an iceberg that would be 
considered more “natural” than statues, 
even though the former may have broken off from the glaciers as a consequence of 
anthropogenically induced global warming and the latter may be constructed entirely from 
“natural” substances like granites (143). 
 
According to Soper, the natural can encompass both “worked and unworked” or “built and 
unbuilt” environments (181).  If built environments (a house, a city, etc.) are usually deemed 
‘artificial’, Soper suggests that the distinction between built and unbuilt environments is not 
sufficient to claim the naturalness of the unbuilt environments (a cave, a forest, etc.). As she 
explains, the countryside is regarded as relatively more ‘natural’ than urban space, even if both 
are built environments (neither of these have remained untouched by humans). Therefore, the 
criteria of the built and unbuilt, the worked and unworked by the human are not enough to 
determine naturalness. As we will see in chapter two, none of the environments depicted in the 
Rifters Trilogy have been left untouched by humans. However, while all of these environments 
are artificial in some way or another, some of them, such as the rifters’ station at the bottom of an 
abyss in the Pacific Ocean, seem even less natural than other built environments such as the 
enclaves for example, or present a lower degree of naturalness. The boundaries between the 
natural and the artificial often blur, both in fiction and in reality, and speaking of degrees of 
naturalness seems more relevant than trying to make everything fit into one category or the other. 
Another major dichotomy surrounding the concept of nature is the one opposing nature as 
a purely material reality to that of nature as a purely cultural construct. As Soper points out, 
neither those who insist that nature is exclusively a cultural construct (deconstructionists, among 
others), nor those who consider it to be purely material can offer a definition of nature that is 
complete. Indeed, nature is both a cultural construct and a material reality.  
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 Other useful descriptions of nature are those that divide it into other kinds of different 
categories. There is the conceptualization of first, second and third nature, which Lawrence Buell 
summarizes very well as follows: 
Cicero was the first to contrast “first nature” (or primordial) nature with the “second nature” 
that humans create by irrigation, damming, and so forth (De Natura Deorum, ii. 152). In 
modern times this distinction has been reinvented and updated by (certain) Marxist thinkers 
in recognition that under capitalism nature is more complexly mediated and, by exchange 
value as well as use value. But neo-Marxists have since argued that global capitalist 
hegemony has made the first/second nature distinction obsolete, that “the production of 
nature, not the first or second nature themselves, [is] the dominant reality”… Second nature 
continues to be used, however, in a related but nontechnical sense to denote action or 
attitudes that habit and/or culture have naturalized (143). 
 
Finally, Buell mentions the more recent idea of a “third nature” referring to “nature as 
technologically reproduced” (144) as is the case with virtual environments and artificial life for 
example. 
Although we have hardly scratched the surface of all that can be said about this complex 
concept, the above distinctions represent a basic conceptual background on the topic and will 
prove to be useful in the following chapters. The conception of nature favoured in this thesis is 
not one that opposes the natural and the human, the cultural and the artificial. It is one that 
acknowledges the fact that all the distinctions mentioned above are different parts of a complex 
dialectic of material and discursive phenomena. When talking about ‘nature and environments’ in 
this thesis, it has to be clear that the term ‘nature’ includes human beings, and that the term 
‘environments’ refers to the physical surroundings of the characters, whether natural or built. In 
fact, the diverse ways that nature can be conceptualized and experienced can be said to 
foreground a more recent concept that may better describe the reality we live in and the science-
fictional representations of it that we will discuss: the postnatural.  
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2. The Posthuman and the Postnatural 
In The Posthuman Condition: Consciousness Beyond the Brain (2003), Robert Pepperell 
suggests three different meanings for the term posthuman:  
First, it is used to mark the end of that period of social development known as humanism, 
and so in this sense it means ‘after humanism’. Second, it refers to the fact that our 
traditional view of what constitutes a human being is now undergoing a profound 
transformation. It is argued that we can no longer think about being human in the same way 
we used to. Third, the term refers to the general convergence of biology and technology to 
the point where they are increasingly becoming indistinguishable (iv). 
 
The concept of the posthuman referred to in this thesis corresponds to the second and third 
meanings suggested by Pepperell. We will see in the analysis of the Rifters Trilogy that humans, 
but also the rest of nature, undergo deep transformations and are consistently presented as a 
hybrid of the biological and the technological. In How We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in 
Cybernetics, Literature, and Informatics (1999), Katherine Hayles, for her part, asserts that  
In the posthuman, there are no essential differences or absolute demarcations between 
bodily existence and computer simulation, cybernetic mechanism and biological organism, 
robot teleology and human goals (3).  
 
The posthuman, then, can be described as a condition in which the boundaries between the 
human, the natural, the scientific and technological (including cybernetics, informatics, and 
biotechnologies) are blurring, forcing us to rethink what it means to be human and to redefine the 
multiple relationships between human beings, nature, and technology. 
It is important to be aware and to understand that not only humans are undergoing 
profound transformations, including hybridization between the biological and the technological 
(in our world and more radically in the world of the Rifters trilogy) but that nature as a whole is 
also changing: the posthuman is part of a post-natural environment. The postnatural can be 
defined in similar terms as the posthuman; it merges the natural and the artificial, the biological 
and the technological. The postnatural refers to what comes after nature, thus implying that 
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nothing is completely natural anymore and that, as mentioned previously, the natural and the 
artificial are relative concepts.  
To give a better idea of what the postnatural refers to and to give an example of its 
conceptual relevance we can mention the existence of the Center for PostNatural History in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. On their website
3, the Center defines itself as being “dedicated to the 
advancement of knowledge relating to the complex interplay between culture, nature and 
biotechnology”. For this organization, the postnatural “refers to living organisms that have been 
altered through processes such as selective breeding or genetic engineering.” Still according to 
their website, the organization explains that its “mission [is] to acquire, interpret and provide 
access to a collection of living, preserved and documented organisms of post-natural origin.” 
Though definitions of the postnatural differ from one source to another, the main idea 
underpinning them all remains the convergence and integration of the natural and the artificial, 
and of the biological with the technological. 
3. Ecodystopianism 
In his book From Apocalypse to Way of Life: Environmental Crisis in the American 
Century (2003), Frederick Buell dedicates a chapter to the representation of environmental crisis 
in popular fiction and film. Buell uses the term “ecodystopianism” to refer to environmentally 
grim visions of the future and “ecodystopian science fiction” to refer to the literary portrait of 
such visions, including post-apocalyptic fiction (247). He describes “four important phases of the 
post-Carson [(in reference to Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring)] literary, political, and 
environmental history of ecodystopian science fiction” (248). The first phase he identifies in the 
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history of environmental crisis in sf is the 1970’s first wave of sf about environmental 
problems, which followed the rise of the American environmentalist movement (248). The 
second phase he identifies corresponds to the emergence the 1980’s cyberpunk sf subgenre which, 
according to him, was “antienvironmental” because 
Environmental apocalypse was depicted not as the end of everything but as a milieu people 
dwelt in as they moved out beyond the limits of nature. More striking still, environmental 
apocalypse became a source of excitement, not dismay, a stimulus to thrilling new 
adventures and a path to hitherto undreamt-of new modes of being, not an account of doom 
and destruction (248). 
 
“Post-cyberpunk” sf works represent the third phase in the development of ecodystopianism, in 
which environmental concerns move from the background of the narrative to being a central 
theme: 
A third step in this history came only very recently, as the postmodern or hyperexuberant 
phase of science/speculative fiction was transformed from contrarian avant-garde movement 
into generic norm. No longer so fresh, revolutionary, and provocatively counterintuitive, it 
now became an important point of reference on an increasingly definite cultural landscape.  
(249).  
 
Finally, Buell suggests the fourth phase in the history of ecodystopianism is a tendency to move 
out of sf into more mainstream literature and movies such as Erin Brockovich (2000) and A Civil 
Action (1998). He mentions the emergence of a “popular ecodystopian literature” that has 
increasingly taken place in genres like “detective fiction, action-adventure fiction, medical 
thrillers, legal drama, and popular farce” (250). According to him, these “new kinds of popular 
fiction and film give environmental anxieties and dilemmas far broader play than did 
hyperexuberant science fiction, and they represent them as woven more and more intimately into 
ordinary life than ever before” (250).  
Whereas ‘apocalypticism’ often refers to the fall of civilization, but does not necessarily 
imply environmental degradation or destruction, the term ‘ecodystopianism’ presents the 
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conceptual advantage of clearly referring to an ecological dystopia: a subgenre of dystopian 
fiction in which environmental degradation is the main novum or one of the main novums
4
.  
I consider the selected primary works that are analyzed in this thesis to be ecodystopian 
science fiction. Although McCarthy’s novel is predominantly post-apocalyptic, both works 
present environmental degradation, or almost complete destruction of nature in the case of The 
Road, as their main novum or one of their main novums. 
  
                                                 
4
 See Chapter One for a definition of the novum and its diverse functions. 
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Chapter One: Science Fiction Theory and Metacriticism: Cognitive Estrangement 
and the Novum Revisited 
When surveying the corpus of science fiction theory and criticism it is hard to find a critic 
more quoted than Darko Suvin since his theory of science fiction as the literature of cognitive 
estrangement represents a milestone of sf theory. It is, however, necessary to present Suvin’s 
theory, and especially the work of some critics who have contributed to its enrichment, by 
pointing out some of its flaws and offering alternatives, in order to set up the theoretical 
background for the analysis of the primary works discussed in this thesis. Indeed, key concepts 
found in the work of Darko Suvin and Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Jr., such as the sf novum, and in 
the work of Simon Spiegel, such as defamiliarization and diegetic estrangement, can help us 
understand how sf works and therefore contribute to an efficient analysis of the representation of 
nature and environments in sf narratives.  
Before I present and define each concept, I want to begin with a brief summary of Darko 
Suvin’s theory of sf. In Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a 
Literary Genre, published in 1979, Suvin defines sf as  
a literary genre whose necessary and sufficient conditions are the presence and interaction of 
estrangement and cognition, and whose main formal device is an imaginative framework 
alternative to the author’s empirical environment” (7). 
 
For Suvin, the presence of both cognition and estrangement differentiates sf from other literary 
genres as he makes a preliminary distinction between “naturalistic” and “estranged” genres, and a 
secondary distinction within the category of estranged genres: those which are noncognitive, such 
as fantasy, and those which are cognitive, such as science fiction (20). For Suvin, if fantasy and sf 
are both “estranged” genres, that is to say that they present worlds different from reality, fantasy 
is “noncognitive” while sf is “cognitive” (20). By “cognitive”, Suvin means that the estranged 
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versions of the world presented in sf are in accordance with science, reason, and the laws of the 
“empirical environment”, or in other words, “SF is […] opposed to supernatural or metaphysical 
estrangement” (7). Although Suvin recognizes that literary works are “never entirely pure” in the 
sense that “literary genres exist in historically precise and curious ecological units, interacting 
and intermixing, imitating and cannibalizing each other” (21), for him, the definition of sf “as the 
literature of cognitive estrangement” 
seems to possess the unique advantage of rendering justice to a literary tradition which is 
coherent through the ages and within itself, yet distinct from nonfictional utopianism, from 
naturalistic literature, and from other non-naturalistic fiction. It thus makes it possible to lay 
the basis for a coherent poetics of SF (4). 
 
That is exactly what Metamorphoses aims to do: “lay the basis for a coherent poetics of SF”, and 
give academic credibility and a theoretical groundwork to a genre that was considered at the 
time—and still today, unfortunately, by some—as a paraliterature. To do this, Suvin borrows and 
adapt another theoretical concept in addition to cognition and estrangement. He recycles the 
concept of the novum, previously introduced by the late German Marxist philosopher Ernst 
Bloch, in order to complete his definition of sf. As Patrick Parrinder notes in his essay 
“Revisiting Suvin’s Poetics of Science Fiction”, 
The novum is what H.G. Wells in a much-cited essay called the “fantastic element” or “the 
strange property or the strange world”. Suvin’s use of the Latin term, however, both invokes 
and reinterprets the utopian theorizing of the Marxist philosopher Ernst Bloch (37). 
 
For Suvin, “SF is distinguished by the narrative dominance or hegemony of a fictional ‘novum’ 
(novelty, innovation) validated by cognitive logic” (63, emphasis in the original). The novum is 
the fictive invention, discovery, or event(s) that makes the world of the narrative different from 
the world of the implied reader, and, like the estrangement it creates, it must be “validated by 
cognitive logic” or “by scientifically methodical cognition” (Suvin 66). What exactly Suvin is 
referring to when using the term “cognition” is sometimes confusing, and this will be discussed in 
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more details in the following section. It should also be noted that although Suvin’s 
Metamorphoses suggests other ideas and opinions on the genre, these three concepts—cognition, 
estrangement, and the novum—represent the core of his theory and the most criticized and 
recycled aspects of his work, if not of the entire sf theoretical corpus. 
 Let us now examine each of the key concepts of Suvin’s definition of sf and how they are 
criticized and developed further by Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. and Simon Spiegel. We will also 
discuss other concepts put forward by Simon Spiegel, and foreshadow how they will be useful to 
the analysis of the representations of nature presented in the following chapters. 
1. Cognition, the Cognitive Effect, and Naturalization 
 Cognition, the cognitive effect and naturalization are three concepts put forward 
respectively by Darko Suvin, Carl Freedman, and Simon Spiegel, that refer to the same idea: that 
sf, its novums, and the estranged conditions it produces, and everything it represents is made to 
appear plausible and rational. Cognition is for Darko Suvin what differentiates sf from other 
“estranged genres” such as fantasy, myth, and the fairy tale (8). According to Suvin, the concept 
of cognition in the context of the definition of sf is much “wider [than that of] science” (13), as 
elements of the sf text have to be “perceived as not impossible within the cognitive (cosmological 
and anthropological) norms of the author’s epoch” (Suvin viii). It is important to note that he 
suggests the elements of sf have to be “perceived” as not impossible, in other words, that sf does 
not have to be about what is possible, but rather what seems plausible. However, Suvin asserts 
elsewhere in the same chapter: “a cognitive—in most cases strictly scientific—element becomes a 
measure of aesthetic quality, of the specific pleasure to be sought in SF” (15, emphasis in the 
original). So on the one hand, Suvin mentions that cognition is “wider than science”, but on the 
other hand he mentions that the cognitive element is “in most cases strictly scientific”. Thus, 
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cognition seems to refer to what is plausible, but it also seems to refer to scientific knowledge. 
As we can see, his explanation of the concept of cognition can be quite confusing, and the 
confusion arises from the fact that he does not provide a clear definition of cognition within the 
context of his theory.  
 In Critical Theory and Science Fiction (2000), Carl Freedman addresses this issue. 
According to Freedman, Suvin’s definition of sf is “by far the most helpful” and it is 
“indispensable” (16). However, Freedman points out that though Suvin’s proposition about sf 
being essentially the literature of cognitive estrangement involves major problems, these 
problems “can in any case be solved within the basic Suvinian problematic (which can itself thus 
be enriched)”, since for Freedman said problems are less a matter of conceptualization than a 
matter of formulation (17; emphasis in the original). 
One of the problems Freedman identifies within Suvin’s formulation of sf as the literature of 
cognitive estrangement “is that the category of cognition appears to commit the literary critic to 
making generic distinctions on the basis of matters far removed from literature and genre” (17). 
For Freedman, sf is not about cognition proper, but rather about what he calls “the cognition 
effect” (18). As we remarked earlier, Suvin suggests that elements of sf texts have to be 
“perceived as not impossible”, as plausible rather than necessarily possible. Or as Freedman 
explains: 
The crucial issue for generic discrimination is not any epistemological judgement external to 
the text itself on the rationality or irrationality of the latter’s imaginings, but rather (as some 
of Suvin’s language does, in fact, imply, but never makes entirely clear) the attitude of the 
text itself to the kind of estrangements being performed (18; emphasis in the original). 
 
This proposition brings the literary critic back to the primary text itself as the “cognitive effect” is 
actually an act of reception, of reading, an effect produced on the reader, and not one of scientific 
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validation or of a scientifically based assessment as to what is possible or not. In other words, 
it suffices that the reader perceives the novum and its effects as plausible. 
In his article “Things Made Strange: On the Concept of ‘Estrangement’ in Science Fiction 
Theory” (2008), Simon Spiegel criticizes Suvin’s uses of the terms cognition (and estrangement) 
pointing out that  
It is not clear at all what Suvin means by “presence of scientific cognition.” Is it a quality of 
the fictional world or does it describe the inner workings of the novum? Does Suvin here 
only want to say that because sf naturalizes the novum it also implies a scientific-
technological world-view, and therefore is connected to the empirical world? If only the 
latter is intended, then his rhetoric seems quite overblown (374). 
 
Spiegel does not disagree with Suvin’s theory, but, in line with Freedman’s proposition, suggests 
that it needs clarification and restructuration. Spiegel puts forward his own theory of sf, which 
descends from Suvin’s, and is clearer, more practical, and involves more than three concepts. 
Spiegel explains: “The interactions among naturalization, defamiliarization, and diegetic 
estrangement are vital for the way sf works and how it affects an audience, and I believe my 
distinctions can aid a better understanding of the genre (382). Spiegel suggests the term 
naturalization, which he refers to as “[t]he process of normalizing the alien”, is more appropriate 
or effective than Suvin’s use of cognition (376). According to Spiegel, “First, sf depicts the 
novum as compatible with our world; then, an estranging effect can only follow when the viewer 
becomes aware of some recontextualization” (Spiegel 376). Spiegel remarks that Suvin alludes to 
this process himself in his preface to Metamorphoses, when speaking of “[t]he effect of such 
factual reporting on fictions” (Suvin 6). However, Spiegel also remarks that in sf “[c]ontrary to 
Suvin’s definition, these marvelous acts are not presented in an estranged way; rather they are 
rationalized and made plausible”. In other words, the extrapolations, anticipations, and inventions 
presented in sf works are, on a formal level, presented in a realistic manner or naturalized 
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(Spiegel 371). Spiegel affirms that the “most extreme instance of naturalization is achieved 
when a film shows the subjective point of view of an alien being”, and he gives examples from 
RoboCop (1987), Predator (1987), The Terminator (1984), and 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) 
(378). Of course, as Spiegel is a specialist in film studies, and therefore finds all of his examples 
in the corpus of sf movies, it remains to be shown whether his theory and affirmations apply as 
well to textual sf, and indeed, part of this thesis will serve to do just that as I apply the concepts 
he develops to my selected primary texts.  
2. Estrangement 
As with his concept of cognition, the way Suvin presents and defines estrangement is 
problematic and confusing. Considering that estrangement is one of the concepts at the heart of 
his poetics of sf, and one of the main concepts that is used for my analyses of the Rifters Trilogy 
and the The Road, clarifications are necessary. 
Suvin traces the origins of the concept back to the Russian Formalist Viktor Shklovsky and 
the German writer Bertolt Brecht. Although he insists that the concept of estrangement is used “in 
a different way” by Brecht than in his own poetics of sf, the only developed definition of the 
concept Suvin provides is from Brecht: 
This concept was first developed on non-naturalistic texts by the Russian Formalists 
(“ostranenie,” Viktor Shklovsky) and most successfully underpinned by an anthropological 
and historical approach in the work of Bertolt Brecht, who wanted to write ‘plays for a 
scientific age’. While working on a play about the prototypical scientist, Galileo, he defined 
this attitude (‘Verfremdungseffekt’) in his Short Organon for the Theatre: ‘A representation 
which estranges is one which allows us to recognize its subject, but at the same time makes it 
seem unfamiliar’ (Suvin 6). 
 
Suvin then speaks of estrangement as the “formal framework of the sf genre”, as an “effect”, and 
an “attitude”, affirming that estrangement “differentiates sf from the ‘realistic’ literary 
mainstream extending from the eighteenth century into the twentieth” (8). He therefore suggests a 
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binary model opposing “naturalistic fiction” to “estranged fiction”, and his following definition 
of “estranged fiction” is the only complementary definition for the concept of estrangement that 
he provides: 
Fiction, then, can be divided according to the manner in which men’s relationships to other 
men and their surroundings are illuminated. If this is accomplished by endeavouring 
faithfully to reproduce empirical textures and surfaces vouched for by human senses and 
common sense, I propose to call it naturalistic fiction. If, on the contrary, an endeavour is 
made to illuminate such relations by creating a radically or significantly different formal 
framework—a different space/time location or central figures for the fable, unverifiable by 
common sense—I propose to call it estranged fiction (Suvin 18, emphasis in the original). 
 
The major problem with Suvin’s appropriation of the concept of estrangement is addressed in 
Spiegel’s article. Spiegel points out how “Suvin’s definition does not distinguish between 
fictional, stylistic-formal, and receptive aspects” and that “until we differentiate these levels, we 
cannot answer the question whether and how sf estranges its content” (376). As Spiegel remarks, 
Suvin keeps talking about the “formal framework” of sf while he clearly speaks about elements 
of the text that are related to the content (375). For example, Suvin affirms “In SF the attitude of 
estrangement—used by Brecht in a different way, within a still predominantly “realistic” 
context— has grown into the formal framework of the genre” (Suvin 7; emphasis in the original). 
However, as Spiegel explains, “the concept of estrangement is not the formal framework of sf”, 
but rather the opposite: the context, the story and its elements are estranged or estranging, but 
formally the sf story is conventionally told in a realistic manner (375).  
At the heart of Spiegel’s critique is the fact that Suvin “intermingles different aspects” of 
the text in his explanation of what is estrangement and as a result it becomes a broad and vague 
concept used to describe different formal, fictional, and generic aspects of sf (Spiegel 371). As 
Spiegel remarks, Suvin’s theory is confusing “because he constantly speaks of the formal 
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framework and he continuously employs formal categories to describe what is clearly an 
aspect of the ontology of the fictional world” (372, emphasis in the original).  
Spiegel’s solution to the problematic uses of the concept is to take what Suvin describes as 
“cognitive estrangement” and break it down into four distinct concepts: naturalization, 
defamiliarization, diegetic estrangement, and estrangement. Why do this? First, as he explains, it 
is important to make distinctions “between the formal and fictional processes that can be 
employed in creating an “estranging effect” (376). Second, because making distinctions between 
“the interactions among naturalization, defamiliarization, and diegetic estrangement are vital for 
the way sf works and how it affects an audience” (Spiegel 382). According to Spiegel, 
estrangement is not, as Suvin has affirmed, the formal framework of sf, but rather its exact 
opposite, a process of “naturalization”, which, as mentioned earlier, he defines as “the process of 
normalizing the alien” (Spiegel 376).  As he explains, “[o]n a formal level, sf does not estrange 
the familiar, but rather makes the strange familiar” (Spiegel 372, emphasis in the original).  
Science fiction thus consists of “realistic” accounts of ‘marvelous’ stories, and therefore 
estrangement cannot be the ‘formal’ framework of sf.  
If naturalization is the formal framework of sf, there is nevertheless no doubt that it often 
makes the familiar seem “strange” in comparison to a reader’s empirical reality and this leads us 
to the second concept presented by Spiegel: defamiliarization. Spiegel defines defamiliarization 
as “the formal-rhetorical act of making the familiar strange (in Shklovsky’s sense)” (376). 
Spiegel goes back to the writing of the Russian Formalist on the concept of “Ostranenie”, in 
order to remind us that it does share a lot of similarities with Brecht’s concept of estrangement, 
but that they nevertheless remain different. In fact, clarifying the differences between 
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Shklovsky’s concept and Brecht’s is necessary in order to understand the four concepts 
proposed by Spiegel. 
Spiegel points out that in his native language, German, “estrangement” is commonly 
translated as “Verfremdung”, a term used in relation to the theoretical tradition of both Shklovsky 
and Brecht, and which in turn can be translated into English in several ways, including 
“estrangement” and “defamiliarization” (369, emphasis in the original). The fact that the same 
term is used by different theoretical traditions, and that it can be translated into several terms that 
can refer to different concepts and ideas has without a doubt contributed to the confusion 
surrounding the definition of “estrangement” in English and sf studies.  
As Spiegel explains, for Shklovsky estrangement is a process that allows us to see familiar 
things anew, they are made strange in order to be truly seen (Spiegel 369). Spiegel sums up 
Shklovsky’s concept of ostranenie as follows: 
Shklovsky in his 1917 essay Art as Technique defines ostranenie as the breaking up of 
established habits of reception. In daily life, we often perceive things only superficially—i.e., 
we do not really see the way they are. To truly see things again we must overcome our 
“blind” perception, and this is only possible when they are made strange again. This process 
of making things to appear strange is, according to Shklovsky, the essential task of any kind 
of art (369, emphasis in the original). 
 
Spiegel remarks that Shklovsky’s definition is not systematic and may be “difficult to pin down” 
because it is used to describe operations at different levels (369). However, it is possible to 
differentiate it from Brecht’s “V-effekt”, which “has a strong didactic and political meaning” 
(Spiegel 370). For Brecht, “the action on stage—and by analogy the social order—should be 
rendered visible as something artificial and man-made” (Spiegel 370). In other words, for 
Shklovsky estrangement (“ostranenie”) should create a shift in our perception of things that have 
become so familiar that we barely still see them for what they are, whereas for Brecht, 
estrangement (“Verfremdung”, or “V-Effekt”) should operate as a kind of deconstruction by 
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revealing that things are not fixed or given, but can be changed. All these nuances are absent in 
Suvin’s text although he mentions both authors as his sources for the concept of estrangement. 
Spiegel emphasizes this lack in Suvin’s text and clearly explains the very different goals of 
Shklovsky and Brecht: 
For Brecht, it is essential that estrangement leads to the realization that things do not have to 
be the way they are, that any current state of things is not a natural given but a product of 
historical processes, which can change and will be changed. Shklovsky’s project, by contrast, 
is ultimately a conservative one. For him, the task of art is not to reveal things as results of a 
historical process but as eternal: “Things are as they are, and art seems to be called upon to 
reveal through estrangement their genuine character—not to change them or the social 
settings in which they occur” (370). 
 
Nevertheless, Spiegel insists that they both “see and use estrangement mainly as a stylistic device 
that describes how fiction is being communicated” (370, emphasis in the original). 
 To come back to the concept of defamiliarization then, if Spiegel considers it as a 
“formal-rhetorical act of making the familiar strange” in “Shklovsky’s sense” this means that 
defamiliarization allows us to “overcome our ‘blind’ perception” (Spiegel 369). For my purposes, 
this means that in reading about a transformed or devastated environment, the reader can, because 
of this process of defamiliarization, see his or her own immediate environment anew, or even 
realize for the first time the important role of it, or of his or her relationship to it. In the analysis 
of my primary works, we will discuss how nature and environments are defamiliarized and to 
what effect. We will see that the defamiliarization of flora, fauna, and the landscape in general is 
at the core of the selected novels. 
Finally, it is important to note that if for Spiegel “defamiliarization…is a purely formal 
phenomenon”, it is likely because he is a film critic. In movies, a transformed environment, say a 
post-apocalyptic landscape, is a visual effect; there is no need for narration or description of the 
landscape as we can see it. In written sf on the other hand, the descriptions of defamiliarized 
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landscapes are part of the content and thus the defamiliarization process is not “purely formal” 
(although it could be). 
3. Diegetic Estrangement 
If Spiegel insists that estrangement is not the formal basis of sf because the wonders of sf 
are mostly represented realistically, he nevertheless underlines the role of estrangement in the 
workings of sf. This brings us to the third concept, or process, in Spiegel’s theory, “diegetic 
estrangement”, which refers to “estrangement on the level of the story” (Spiegel 376). The 
estranging effect emerges not from what is represented alone but from the context, or the 
recontextualization of familiar things or surroundings (Spiegel 375). Diegetic estrangement 
occurs when there is a “collision of contradicting elements on the level of the story”, and it can be 
produced by the characters’ actions, or reactions, but also by all sorts of “impossible images” 
(Spiegel 375). As an example he mentions how the “ships stranded in a desert in Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind (1977)” produce estrangement not on the formal level, but on a 
contextual, diegetic one because “these ships are where they cannot bea fact that is illustrated 
realistically” (Spiegel 375, emphasis in the original). 
As another example of diegetic estrangment, Spiegel explains how in Richard Fleischer’s 
film Soylent Green (1973) a banal bathroom becomes, because of the context, a “place of pure 
joy”: 
In the year 2022 overpopulation has become the main problem of New York City. The city is 
utterly overcrowded and natural food is so rare that people must eat synthetic food. In this 
setting, the main protagonist Thorn is investigating a case of homicide in a luxury apartment. 
With almost ecstatic joy, he opens the faucet, runs the water over his hands, and smells the 
soap: “[He] is so entranced with the taken-for-granted sensual pleasures of a middle class 
bathroom that it is impossible to look at the bathroom in the film as a familiar place” 
(Sobchack 132). Thus a quite prosaic and totally common room is transformed by 
estrangement into a place of pure joy; the audience realizes their (unconscious) daily luxury 
(375).  
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As he explains, “the bathroom is not estranged formally. There is no surprising editing, no 
unusual camera angles” (Spiegel 375). Neither is the bathroom transformed into a futuristic place 
or a strange place; it is just an ordinary bathroom. The source of the estrangement effect is the 
protagonist’s behavior that is caused by the context. As Spiegel points out,  
without his exuberant joy, the scene would hardly appear strange. The effect of estrangement 
in Soylent Green derives from the character’s behavior and is therefore part of the diegesis, 
the fictional world; it arises because Thorn acts unusually in what appears to be a realistic 
world (375). 
 
In the following chapters, selected episodes of diegetic estrangement in the Rifters Trilogy and 
The Road will be identified and discussed. For example, we will see that nature is 
recontextualized in the Rifters Trilogy, and that it changes the way characters react to seeing 
healthy flora and fauna. We will also discuss how the general apocalyptic context in The Road 
has transformed not only the landscape, but also how the characters relate to their surroundings 
and how ordinary houses, for instance, become synonymous with danger for a little boy, while 
the dead woods means safety to him. We will see how the boy’s reactions qualify as instances of 
diegetic estrangement, and that together with the defamiliarization of nature and everyday 
environments they contribute to the overall estrangement effect of the narrative. 
 For Spiegel, estrangement, the “receptive effect” produced on an audience, is a complex 
process that implies the interactions between naturalization, defamiliarization, and diegetic 
estrangement. Therefore, estrangement is the result of the processes at work in sf rather than the 
formal framework of sf itself, as Suvin seems to suggest. These processes are generated both on 
the formal and fictional level, but they all emerge from the basic idea that sf works play with both 
what is familiar and alien to the reader and, as Spiegel suggests, create a kind of reversal of 
perception and common sense by “normalizing the alien” and “making the familiar strange”.  
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In order to analyze how nature and environments are represented in my selected 
primary texts, we will look what role these concepts play in these narratives and see that alien 
environments and the post-natural are normalized, while nature and ordinary places are mostly 
defamiliarized. 
4.1 The Novum According to Darko Suvin 
 The third concept at the heart of Darko Suvin’s poetics of sf is the novum. Here again, as 
was noted previously, Suvin borrows a term from a German author, in this case, Ernst Bloch: 
[...] I do not see any tenable intrinsic determination of SF which would not hinge on the 
category of the novum, to borrow (and slightly adapt) a term from the best possible source, 
Ernst Bloch. A novum or cognitive innovation is a totalizing phenomenon or relationship 
deviating from the author’s and implied reader’s norm of reality (63, emphasis in the 
original). 
 
For Suvin, the role of the novum within the sf text is of prime importance: “its novelty is 
‘totalizing’ in the sense that it entails a change of the whole universe of the tale, or at least of 
crucially important aspects thereof” and it also creates “the essential tension of SF” between the 
reader and the represented “Unknown or Other introduced by the novum” (64). Suvin also 
identifies “different degrees of magnitude” of the novum:  
from the minimum of one discrete new ‘invention’ (gadget, technique, phenomenon, 
relationship), to the maximum of a setting (spatiotemporal locus), agent (main character or 
characters), and/or relations basically new and unknown in the author’s environment (64). 
 
As we will see, the novums in the Rifters trilogy, which vary in “degrees of magnitude”, and the 
single novum in The Road, consist of and result in the transformation and destruction of 
environments, flora and fauna on a global scale, creating a tension between nature as we know it 
and nature as it is represented in the two narratives. 
Suvin also posits that the novum has four narrative consequences in the sf text. First, the 
novum “is hegemonic, that is, so central and significant that it determines the whole narrative 
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logic” (Suvin 70). In other words, an invention that is only accessory to the narrative would not 
count as a novum. Second, Suvin explains that the novum creates the “oscillation” that can also 
be called “estrangement”: 
[...] SF is not—by definition cannot be— an orthodox allegory with any one-to-one 
correspondence of its elements to elements in the author’s reality, its specific modality of 
existence is a feedback oscillation that moves now from the author’s and implied reader’s 
norm of reality to the narratively actualized novum in order to understand the plot-events, 
and now back from those novelties to the author’s reality, in order to see it afresh from the 
new perspective gained (Suvin 71). 
 
For Suvin, estrangement is a consequence of the novum, or as Spiegel suggests, defamiliarization 
and diegetic estrangement follow the naturalization of the alien/novums. In order to create this 
“oscillation” that is estrangement, Suvin notes that a “displacement” is necessary:  
The oscillation between the author’s “zero world” and the new reality induces the narrative 
necessity of a means of reality displacement. As far as I can see there are two such devices: a 
voyage to a new locus, and a catalyzer transforming the author’s environment to a new locus 
[...] (71, emphasis in the original). 
 
The “reality displacement” is the third narrative consequence of the novum according to Suvin. It 
validates the plausibility of the story by displacing it through time, generally in the relatively near 
future, or through space. The stories presented in my selected primary works take place on Earth, 
in North America, in the near future for the Rifters Trilogy, around 2050, and an unknown date 
for The Road. 
The fourth narrative consequence of the novum, according to Suvin, is that it “shapes the 
SF ‘chronotope’” (78). Suvin points out the indivisibility of space and time as he argues that “all 
significant SF [...] is neither simply spatial [...] nor simply temporal [...], but spatiotemporal in a 
number of very interesting ways [...]” (74). The concept of the “chronotope” was put forward by 
Mikhail M. Bakhtin in his essay “Forms of Time and of the Chronotope in the Novel”. Bakhtin 
defined the chronotope, a Greek word that can be literally translated as “time-space”, as “the 
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intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships that are artistically expressed in 
literature” (Holquist 84). Bakhtin borrowed the concept of the inseparability of space and time 
from mathematics and physics, and more precisely from Einstein’s Theory of Relativity (84). 
Analyzing the chronotope of a novel, rather than time or space, means discussing both categories 
of time and space as well as their interaction, and this, without privileging one or the other 
(Holquist 425). As Bakhtin puts it: “[i]n the literary artistic chronotope, spatial and temporal 
indicators are fused into one carefully thought-out, concrete whole” (84).  
Narratives about climate change, global transformation and/or destruction of the 
environments on earth, like the ones discussed in my thesis, imply a story that takes place in the 
future since they present alternative realities in what would otherwise be familiar locations. 
Imagining the future on our planet necessarily involves a reflection about the transformation of 
the environment; an imagined future on earth in which nature has not been deeply transformed 
could be an expression of complete ignorance or denial. All sf narratives are not about nature, but 
those that contain representations of nature usually present it as completely devastated or 
radically transformed by technology (as is the case in the Rifters Trilogy and The Road) for the 
simple reason that nature has already been changed and continues to be altered by humans and 
not for the best. The sf chronotope ‘on planet Earth in a relatively near future’ usually implies 
environmental degradation or destruction, or other kind of profound environmental changes, and 
therefore new ways of relating to the physical world. In this sense it may be relevant to speak of 
an ecodystopian chronotope as being central to much sf. 
4.2 The Novum According to Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. 
In his book The Seven Beauties of Science Fiction (2008), Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. 
devotes a whole chapter to the novum. He begins with a brief summary of Suvin’s theory of the 
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novum, but then quickly goes on to give more substance to the concept. He underlines how for 
Bloch “a novum is a moment of newness in lived history that refreshes human collective 
consciousness, awakening it from the trancelike sense of history as fated and empty, into 
awareness that it can be changed” (47). He then gives some examples of  
[n]ew perspectives [that] brought estrangement: colonialist Europe seen from ex-colonies, 
the capitalist West from the Communist East, the earth from the moon, traditional gender 
politics viewed from transsexuality, the natural from the digital, technoscience from Gaia 
(58). 
 
However, he reminds us of the important distinction (not always clear with Suvin) between 
Bloch’s Novum, which is real and historical, and the fictive sf novum, which is imaginary 
(although the two may sometimes overlap) (53). Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. clearly defines the novum as 
a concept of sf theory and literature, offering precisions and distinctions that make this concept 
very useful.  
First, whereas for Suvin the novum must be rational, for Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. most sf 
novums are not rational per se, rather they “can be explained as if they were rational”, which is 
exactly what Freedman points out when talking about the “cognitive effect” (Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. 
73). Secondly, Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. invites the reader to distinguish between a “good” and a “bad” 
novum. He identifies four kinds of bad novums: banal, incoherent, dogmatic, and invalidated 
ones, adding that a “ bad novum may have all of these qualities at the same time” (52). A third 
precision Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. makes about the novum is that “[e]ach sf novum is a compound of 
at least two different kinds of radical change” (56). These two kinds of radical change are first a 
“physical-material novelty: [a] change in the material organization of existence” which is 
“complemented by an ethical novelty: a change in values and mores” (Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. 56). 
According to him, the physical-material and ethical changes are related in many different possible 
ways within a text. For example, “an aspect of the physical substrate may mutate textually into 
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the ethical: a gas cloud or a nano-assemblage can turn into the Other” (Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. 56). 
Thus, to analyze how nature is represented, we can identify novums, and not only see how many 
of them are related to the representation of nature, but also ask what physical-material and ethical 
changes a particular novum implies. In all the novels discussed in the following chapters, the 
novums entail physical-material and ethical changes related to nature and environments. For 
example, in Peter Watts’ novel Maelstrom one of the novums is an engineered virus that causes 
the mutation of flora and fauna and threatens to destroy the biosphere. This novum entails a 
major physical transformation of the environment, but also an ethical change: the mutated flora 
and fauna are seen as valuable by one of the characters (Taka) because they are alive, but they are 
seen as “wrong” by another character (Lenie) whom cries out at the sight of a mutant insect that it 
“was wrong” (Watts 2005, 73). Indeed, in the Rifters Trilogy the novums and their consequences 
compel the reader to reflect upon what nature is, where the artificial begins and the natural ends, 
and whether humans should modify nature at all. The questions of boundaries between the natural 
and the artificial, between the concept of hybridity and the post-natural, are indeed at the heart of 
Watts’ trilogy. In The Road, the novum changes the environment radically, turning it into a post-
apocalyptic wasteland, and it also causes ethical changes: as with the people who become 
cannibals, for example. By looking at what changes the novums of the selected primary works 
entail, we can note that they all imply the transformation of nature, and what it means for humans 
to live with those transformations. Therefore, discussing novums and the changes they involve 
offers a theoretical starting point to the critical analysis of sf. 
Most of the novums in the Rifters Trilogy and the novum in The Road are among the 
archetypal novums identified by Csicsery-Ronay Jr. According to him: 
SF’s novums tend to fall into certain classes that we might as well call archetypes. These 
archetypes are not irrational, ideological hypostases; they are dramatic abstractions of 
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philosophical problems raised historically by theorists and practical inventors alike. They 
include the classic motifs of sf: extraterrestrial aliens; space travel (especially when enhanced 
by faster-than-light travel and cryonics); cyborgs and robots; artificial intelligence and A-
life; rapid evolution/devolution; mutants; genetic modification and eugenics; prosthetic self-
mastery and mastery over others; time travel; multiple realities; parallel and alternative 
universes; world catastrophe; telepathy; teleportation; precognition; utopia and dystopia. 
These archetypes fall into two main classes: plausible extensions of what is known, and 
fantastic extensions that would require new concepts of both scientific understanding and 
material laws to be taken seriously (61). 
 
In The Road, the novum corresponds to what Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. labels as “world catastrophe”, 
although the exact cause of the apocalyptic events remains mysterious. Maelstrom and the 
remainder of the Rifters Trilogy present many of the aforenoted archetypal novums: cyborgs, 
artificial intelligence, artificial life, rapid evolution, mutants, world catastrophe, and telepathy. In 
the next chapter, I will identify these novums in the Rifters trilogy and show how nature, and the 
concept of the natural are of prime importance within its narrative because of these novums. Most 
of the novums in the selected primary works are “plausible extension[s] of what we know”, 
especially in the work of Peter Watts whose novums are inspired by diverse contemporary 
scientific discoveries and research. 
In fact, the many novums in the Rifters Trilogy are representative of what Csicsery-Ronay, 
Jr. calls “multinovum sf”. He explains the distinction between single novum and multinovum sf 
narratives as follows: 
The model of a single novum is useful for reading narratively simple fictions, such as short 
stories and novels with relatively simple narrative arcs… However, once fictions cross a 
certain threshold of complexity it becomes more difficult to pin down exactly what the 
novum-premise is (Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. 62).  
  
This distinction is obvious when comparing The Road and the Rifters Trilogy: the former is a 
single-novum narrative, it presents a simple narrative arc and is a lot shorter than the trilogy, 
which presents a much more complex narrative structure. 
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5. Conceptual and Theoretical Background 
In the following chapters, we will see how Spiegel’s and Csicsery-Ronay, Jr.’s 
appropriations of and additions to Suvin’s three basic elements of sf theory are highly useful 
conceptual and theoretical tools for the analysis and comparison of the representations of nature 
and environments in the Rifters Trilogy and The Road; how they help identify and elucidate what 
the novums are and what changes they entail to environments and ethically; how many of the 
novums are related to a distinctly sf representation of nature and to what effect. Furthermore, we 
will see how estrangement is created, by identifying what is defamiliarized and what are the 
instances of diegetic estrangement. Both in the Rifters Trilogy and in The Road nature and 
environments are made strange, defamiliarized, and their transformation, in turn, lead to diegetic 
estrangement. Most instances of diegetic estrangement in these novels emerge from the changed 
relationships between either the characters and nature or the characters and their environment.  
 As Spiegel stresses in his essay, the distinctions between naturalization, defamiliarization, 
and diegetic estrangement, “ point to the very core of sf”, and the interactions between these three 
concepts “are vital for the way sf works and how it affects an audience” (382). I believe, as he 
does, “that [his] distinctions can aid a better understanding of the genre”, and I would add, can 
lead to a better understanding of the representation of nature in sf narratives (Spiegel 382).  
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Chapter Two: Nature, Technology, and Ecodystopia: Exploring Post-Natural 
Novums and Environments in Peter Watts’ Rifters Trilogy 
 Technological innovation and destruction are both significant in the near future that Peter 
Watts imagines in the Rifters Trilogy. The three novels are definitely ecodystopian: they present 
a near future in which environmental degradation, and later the spreading of a strange virus that 
kills and cause mutations of flora and fauna, have transformed the world physically, socially, and 
politically. These novels are also cyberpunk: at the heart of the narrative there is Maelstrom, a 
complex fictional virtual environment that has evolved from the Internet we are familiar with, 
and the artificial life that inhabits it, moves through it and causes trouble in the physical world of 
the novels. There are also the rifters, amphibious cyborgs, and all kinds of post-human and post-
natural inventions. The series is also apocalyptic—a major earthquake destroys all the West 
Coast of North America—and post-apocalyptic: the earthquake, the spreading virus, and the 
willful burning of entire forests in an attempt to contain the virus, all participate in the formation 
of a post-apocalyptic landscape. As a result, the natural and physical world are transformed and 
thereby defamiliarized and estranged.  
 With the help of the concepts defined in the previous chapter, we will see how nature and 
environments are represented and how they are made strange for the readers in the ecodystopian 
near future imagined by Watts. This chapter is divided in two main sections: in the first one, I 
will look at the main novums and how they contribute to the defamiliarization of the human 
body, flora, and fauna, and to the representation of nature as hybrid and thus post-natural. The 
second section focuses on strange and defamiliarized settings and on global environmental 
degradation. 
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1. Synopsis 
 Let me start with a brief synopsis that will clarify the story of the Rifters, and hopefully 
thereby ease the comprehensibility of the following analysis. The story takes place around 2050, 
in a North America marked by new developments in technology but also by a full-fledged 
environmental and energy crisis. The hunt for new energy sources has led to the creation of a 
geothermal program that aims at exploiting the energy produced by geothermal vents on the 
ocean floor.  
As part of this program, Lenie Clarke, Ken Lubin, Karl Acton, Gerry Fischer, and other 
rifters have been assigned to Beebe Station for one year: a station on the seabed at the Juan de 
Fuca Ridge. These recruits need specific psychological, physiological, and professional 
qualifications in order to work and survive in this hostile environment. They are therefore 
transformed into amphibious cyborgs able to withstand high pressure, darkness, extreme cold, 
and the ocean’s salinity. However, something else besides energy is brought to the continent from 
the abyss: a virus that becomes known as ßehemoth. ßehemoth is a nanobe, an ancient organism, 
smaller than a microbe, which is fatal to humans, flora, and fauna. Although people are led to 
believe that the surfacing of the nanobe is accidental, it was in fact brought to the surface and 
even scientifically tweaked to be at ease out of the water and reproduce itself. What was 
supposed to be a secret experiment turns out to be a global disaster.  
 The C.S.I.R.A, the Complex System Instability Response Agency, detonates a five 
hundred megaton bomb on the Ridge in an attempt to prevent the virus from surfacing. The 
detonation triggers major earthquakes and tsunamis that destroy the West coast and kill millions 
of people. Most rifters do not make it out alive except for Lenie Clarke, the protagonist, and Ken 
Lubin. Angry, they want to find out who has tried to kill them and why. The woman most directly 
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responsible for the rifters program and ßehemoth’s containment is Patricia Rowan and she is 
working for the C.S.I.R.A. In their quest for answers and for revenge, Lenie and Ken will 
discover what is really going on and what is at stake: the survival of the human species and of the 
biosphere. 
While Lenie and Ken are in the process of finding out the truth about ßehemoth, it is 
killing flora, fauna, and humans by penetrating their cell structures and altering them radically. It 
also generates the evolution of new species at an amazingly fast pace, as well as mutations of 
existing ones. The C.S.I.R.A. is ready to use draconian measures in order to stop the virus from 
spreading. Achilles Desjardins is part of the “entropy patrol”; he is among those who pull the 
trigger for the C.S.I.R.A., who do much of the killing, the burning, and the bombing for them in 
the name of “the greater good”. It is his job to contain ßehemoth at any price, to burn or destroy 
anything necessary, and on any scale. The problem is, humans are not alone in the system: “smart 
gels,” also called “head cheeses,” artificial intelligences that are composed of live neurons and 
electronics, have been put in charge by the same agency in order to make cold calculations about 
what are supposed to be the best decisions for humanity and the welfare of the planet. In the 
battle of biosphere versus ßehemoth, the gels eventually come to the conclusion that ßehemoth is 
a simpler system, and therefore a better one. The protagonist, Lenie, has to then fight against 
ßehemoth physically and against the gels virtually.  
Nevertheless, the situation gets out of control, so the C.S.I.R.A, their engineers, families, 
and employees, take refuge underwater leaving the rest of the population to deal with whatever is 
going to happen on land. They take refuge in Atlantis: a gigantic underwater secret city. But 
Lenie finds them, and a war between rifters and “drybacks” begins. Ironically, the rifters, whom 
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the corporation tried to anihilate, being radically post-human, are now better equipped to 
survive in the post-natural world ßehemoth has engendered than the other humans.  
2. The Main Novums: Representing the Posthuman, the Postnatural, and the Virtual 
 As Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. underlines, “[f]or Suvin the novum is the central imaginary 
novelty in an sf text, the source of the most important distinctions between the world of the tale 
and the world of the reader” (47). One of these “distinctions” in the Rifters Trilogy is found in the 
way nature is represented: the novums and the consequences they entail involve representations 
of nature that are significantly different from the one that would be familiar to the reader. On the 
one hand, elements of the natural world are represented as destroyed, dead, extinct, or sick and 
dying, and on the other hand they are represented as biological and technological hybrids. If 
nature is already being destroyed and already hybrid in the world we live in today, these 
tendencies are exacerbated and radicalized at an incredible speed by the novums in Watts’s 
novels.  
Peter Watts’ trilogy is a multinovum sf narrative. It is a world in which all humans have 
become posthumans, and nature has become postnature. In this section, I will discuss the three 
main novums—the rifters, ßehemoth, and Maelstrom—and mention some other post-human and 
post-natural inventions present in the narrative, which although not major novums, participate in 
the representation of nature as hybrid and post-natural. 
2.1 Amphibious Cyborgs and Other Posthumans 
 The rifter, an amphibious cyborg engineered to be at ease in the earth’s deepest waters, is 
one of the main novums of the Rifters Trilogy. The posthuman, understood as the convergence of 
the human and technology, whereby human bodies are significantly modified by technologies, is 
consequently an important aspect of Peter Watts’ work, and especially of the second novel 
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Maelstrom. If the posthuman is exemplified in the series by the rifters and their extraordinary 
abilities, they are not the only posthumans in this fictive near future. In fact, everybody has 
become posthuman to some extent: everyone has had his or her body genetically or chemically 
modified, or has some kind of implant. As Watts mentions in the afterword of Maelstrom: “The 
idea of behavior-modification technology is old stuff in fiction; Burgess’s A Clockwork Orange is 
an obvious example. In Maelstrom I’ve taken a stab at rediscovering that wheel by explicitly 
tweaking genes and neurochemistry” (2001, 373). For example, the environmental refugees eat 
from “cyclers” that produce artificial food to which the CSIRA adds antidepressant and other 
medicines in order to render them docile. Also, most privileged people who live in the walled 
cities called “enclaves” uses “derms” to take recreational or professional chemicals: 
She grabbed a derm from a nearby tray, looked inquiringly at Desjardins. He shook his head. 
He had to be careful what recreational chemicals he stuck into his body; too many potential 
interactions with the professional ones already bubbling away in there. Gwen shrugged, 
stuck the derm behind her ear (Watts 2001; 56). 
 
One of the professional chemicals Achilles Desjardins is taking as a “lawbreaker” is called “Guilt 
Trip”. He is able to do his work perfectly without any questioning, doubts or regrets thanks to a 
technology that tweaks his genes and alters his neurochemistry in order to control his behavior. It 
essentially allows him to make decisions and take horrific actions without feeling guilty. The 
decisions he has to make in risk management and ecological containment often result in the 
killing of hundreds of people and the burning down of entire forests or inhabited areas, for “the 
greater good”. In fact, “Guilt Trip” is only one of the many elements that modifies his body: “… 
Desjardins had his own set of enhancements. All ’lawbreakers did. His system was awash in 
chemicals that could crank his reflexes into overdrive in an instant” (Watts 2001; 336). Although 
Achilles is not as drastically posthuman as the rifters cyborgs, the alteration of his 
neurochemistry by Guilt Trip, and of his entire body by different chemicals, is a good example of 
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how novums found in the narrative represent different ways in and degrees to which the 
characters are posthuman. 
 “Enhancements” do not consist only of chemicals; some people have a “medchip [in their] 
spine”, which allows checking on their physical state remotely (Watts 2001; 23). Some 
transformations go farther and entail genetic modification. For instance, Lenie meets a man 
whom she recognizes as being a “pharm baby”, human beings with genetical defects and 
malformations caused by pharmaceutical experiments: 
For the first time she saw the webbing between the three stumpy digits of his hand, noticed 
the smooth scarless tips of the stubs. Not violence, then. No street-fight amputation. Born to 
it. 
You a pharm baby? She asked. Maybe he was older than he looked; the pharms hadn’t 
really deliberately spread buggy genotypes for decades. Sure, defectives spent more than 
healthy people on fixes, but the global ambience was twisting babies into strange enough 
shapes on its own by then. Without the risk of consumer backlash (Watts 2001; 201). 
 
As this passage shows, the posthuman not only involves the improvement of the human body but 
the negative consequences of scientific and technological experimentation, as well as pollution. 
Different and more successful genetic modifications have been done to Patricia Rowan and other 
members of the elite; their DNA has been encoded with deep-sea fish genes that immunize them 
from ßehemoth. Discussing this phenomenon with Rowan in Atlantis, Lenie considers that 
“Everyone’s part mermaid down here, even the corpses. All retrofitted with the same deep-sea 
fish-genes, coding for the same stiff little proteins that ßehemoth can’t get its teeth into” (Watts 
2004; 48). Patricia admits that she herself has “bec[o]me half-fish” (Watts 2001; 273). 
 Nevertheless, the most obvious and developed example of the posthuman in the trilogy 
remains the rifters themselves. The rifters are human beings that have been transformed into 
amphibious cyborgs within the context of the geothermal program. They have undergone various 
physical transformations in order to be perfectly adapted to life at the bottom of the ocean. Their 
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bodies are equipped with implants, such as the machine that replaces one of their lungs, 
thereby allowing them to breathe underwater. Other additions and modifications to their bodies 
also allow them to stand the pressure, the cold, and the salinity of the deep-sea water. Among 
such modifications, their “kidneys are modified to speed up water reclamation when drinking 
saline water” (Watts 1999; 94). The rifters are the embodiment of the hybridization between what 
we would consider to be a natural human being and an artificial one. They are made of “flesh and 
metal”, but they also present more advanced technology that involves genetic modification 
(Watts 1999; 22). They, like Patricia Rowan, have been made “half-fish” (Watts 2001; 273). The 
rifters are thus part human, part machine, and part fish. 
Many passages underline the hybridity of the rifters’ biological human nature and their 
artifice, their cyborg mix between live flesh and artificial materials: “Acton has opened himself 
up. [Lenie] can see the flesh peeled back around the water intake, the places where meat turns to 
plastic, the tubes that carry blood and the ones that carry antifreeze” (Watts 1999; 110). The 
rifters have learned to modify the settings of the machinery they have inside themselves. These 
modifications allow them to be more perceptive and almost telepathic when they are outside of 
the station on the Ridge: they call it “fine-tuning”. This ability, among others, represents another 
facet of the extent to which they are posthuman and how it affects the way they experience the 
world. Later in the narrative, Lenie also opens herself up in order to make modifications: 
Clarke opens herself at the sternum. 
She unlatches her ribs at the costochondrals and pulls them back; there’s a slight 
resistance and a faint, disquieting sucking sound as the monolayer lining splits along the 
seam…. Clarke hooks her fingers under the fleshy panel and folds it back, exposing the 
machinery beneath. Sharper, stronger pain stabs forth from intercostals never designed for 
such flexibility. There are bruises in their future. 
She takes a tool from a nearby tray and starts playing with herself (Watts 2004; 197). 
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As this passage suggests, Lenie is at ease with her transformed body but it was not the case in 
the beginning. As the story unfolds, the rifters, who at first were estranged from their altered 
bodies, become more and more comfortable with the physical and psychological changes they are 
experiencing and are even empowered by their posthuman condition: they discover they can tune 
their machinery in order to be stronger, have telepatic abilities and feel more confident. 
 Such passages also remind the reader that the rifters are cyborgs. In movies, cyborgs are 
portrayed by ordinary human actors whom usually look absolutely normal until there is a scene in 
which their true nature is visually revealed, often by their being opened up, broken, or the 
repairing of one of their parts. Think of the movie The Terminator (1984) and each of its sequels: 
in every film there is a major scene in which the terminator literally opens itself up or changes 
some fundamental aspect of itself. In the first movie, the terminator removes its broken eye; in 
the sequel, Terminator: Judgement Day (1991), Sarah Connor and her son John open the skull of 
the terminator in order to turn a switch off, or in the most recent one, Terminator Salvation 
(2009), when the cyborg Marcus Wright (Sam Worthington) is captured by John Connor 
(Christian Bale) and his troops, and Wright is tied up in chains, his wounded chest is wide open, 
exposing his steel skeleton and human heart. Analogous post-human novum scenes in my 
selected texts contribute to the defamiliarization of the human body. It is defamiliarized by the 
representations of the hybridization of the biological and the artificial that are made seemingly 
plausible and therefore naturalized.  
 The term “posthuman” is widely used in cultural and science fiction studies to refer to a 
variety of ways in which the human body and human condition are transformed by culture, 
science and technologies, but also by toxic products and pollution. As I explained in the 
introduction to this thesis, Robert Pepperell emphasizes the idea that the term posthuman “refers 
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to the fact that our traditional view of what constitutes a human being is currently undergoing a 
profound transformation” and that “biology and technology [are converging] to the point where 
they are increasingly becoming indistinguishable” (Pepperell iv). However, such radical 
transformations are not limited to human beings in the rifters’ series, nor are they limited to 
humans in the real world. In the following section, we will see how the boundaries between 
biology and technology, and more generally between nature and artifice, are further blurred 
within this trilogy with the presentation of non-human post-natural novums. 
2.2 ßehemoth 
 Another one of the most significant novums of the series is ßehemoth, a nanobe—a small 
bacteria, smaller than a microbe—that comes from the oceanic abyss where Beebe station is 
located and that is modified by scientists in order to be able to survive on land. Although Watts’ 
nanobe remains imaginary, it is based on a real discovery. As he explains, when he started 
writing Starfish: 
strange claims had just started surfacing in the scientific literature: a new kind of extremely 
primitive microbe freshly discovered, something inconceivably small. So small, in fact  
less than 100 nanometers in some cases  that many argued they couldn’t possibly be alive. 
Believers dubbed them nanobes. Now, a couple of years later, nanobes have been found not 
only in hot springs and Triassic sandstone, but in the blood of mammals (including 
humans)(Watts 2001; 371). 
The fictive nanobe was a completely natural organism trapped in the oceanic abyss until it was 
released and modified by humans. For a significant amount of the narrative most of the characters 
are not aware that it is an experiment and believe that the spreading of ßehemoth is accidental. 
However, as Rowan explains to Lenie in the following passage, someone (we don’t know who 
exactly) has in fact taken advantage of the geothermal program, and of the rifters, in order to 
conduct their experiment: 
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‘I didn’t know myself until recently,’ Rowan begins. ßehemoth may have been—I mean, 
the original ßehemoth, not this new strain—it was tweaked.’ […] 
Rowan forces herself to continue. ‘To adapt it to aerobic environments. And to increase its 
reproductive rate, for faster production. There were commercial applications. Nobody was 
trying to bring down the world, of course, it wasn’t a bioweapons thing at all…but 
evidently something went wrong’ (Watts 2004; 232). 
 
Just before the consequent environmental catastrophe, Rowan explains to Yves Scanlon—the 
psychiatrist who was in charge of assessing the psychiatric state of the rifters and is freshly out of 
the abyss and a carrier of ßehemoth himself—what could happen, and what indeed happens soon 
afterwards, when the nanobe reproduces and spreads: 
‘Let me tell you what happens if this thing gets out,’ she said quietly. ‘First off, nothing. We 
outnumber it, you see. At first we swamp it through sheer numbers, the models predict all 
sorts of skirmishes and false starts. But eventually it gets a foothold. Then it outcompetes 
conventional decomposers and monopolizes our organic nutrient base. That cuts the whole 
tropic pyramid off at the ankles. You, and me, and the viruses and the giant sequoias, all just 
fade away for want of nitrate or some stupid thing. And welcome to the Age of ßehemoth.’ 
 Scanlon didn’t say anything for a moment. Then, ‘ßehemoth ?’ 
 ‘With a beta. Beta life. As opposed to Alpha, which is everything else.’ Rowan snorted 
softly. ‘I think they named it after something from the Bible. An animal. A grass-eater’ 
(Watts 1999; 262). 
 
ßehemoth indeed “gets out” and causes mutations and the massive death of flora, fauna, and 
human beings. It competes with other forms of life, and replaces them with its own versions of 
them, transforming, for instance, fish into giant “monsters”, and the vegetation of whole forests 
into an unknown brownish substance.  
 Five years later, after ßehemoth has spread and transformed the landscape, Taka Ouellette 
travels the wastes driving Miri, an ambulance equipped with a special security and defense 
system as well as an artificial intelligence, in order to vaccinate and nurse people. She meets 
Lenie and Ken and will eventually help Lenie to understand the transformed world and its people 
and guide her through the wasteland. As Lenie is sitting in Taka’s ambulance, a mutated bug 
startles her because it has more legs and mandibles than such an insect used too: 
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It jumped out from some hiding place under the dash, all segments and clicking 
mandibles. It clung to her knee with far too many jointed limbs, a grotesque hybrid of 
grasshopper and centipede the size of her little finger (Watts 2005; 72). 
 
Lenie splatters the bug, saying it “was wrong. That [it] wasn’t like any bug [she] ever seen”, but 
Taka is not so troubled by it because she is used to seeing mutations, and she keeps telling Lenie 
that she is “behind the times” (Watts 2005; 73). Taka is annoyed that Lenie killed the bug 
because even if it was mutated it was still a living organism in a world where everything is dying 
faster than it already was due to pollution and environmental degradation: “[s]pend enough time 
out here, everything seems—valuable” she says to Lenie as she attempts to explain her anger 
(Watts 2005; 73). As they become scarcer, healthy flora and fauna, even mutated forms of them, 
seem more valued by the characters. 
 Over the course of five years, the nanobe has transformed the landscape so much that 
indeed, the familiar green vegetation or healthy life becomes a rare sight: “There was some green 
out there, if you looked hard enough. It was springtime, after all. ßehemoth always died back a bit 
during the winter, gave the old tenants a chance to sprout and bloom each new year before 
coming back to throttle the competition” (Watts 2005; 29). The familiar vegetation is still 
present, but receeding. The nanobe creates an alternative version of nature that competes with the 
old one and gives an alien look to the landscape. Although we are still on our planet, the 
environment seems unfamiliar. Moreover, as the nanobe gains ground, giant flying flamethrowers 
are used to set forests ablaze in a desperate attempt at “ecological containment”. The landscape is 
thus not only transformed by ßehemoth, but also by human-controlled machines that scorch it. 
“They drove through a land blasted and scoured clean of any live thing”, so when Lubin, Lenie, 
and Taka Ouellette see vegetation again it seems like something to rejoice about, even if it is 
infected with ßehemoth: 
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[…] ßehemoth was everywhere, and it was implacable, and it had all the time in the world. 
Sometimes it massed so abundantly that it was visible to the naked eye: patches of ocher 
mold smothering the grass, or spreading across the trunk of trees. And yet, the sight of all 
this vegetation—not truly alive, perhaps, but at least physically intact—seemed cause for 
some small celebration after the charnel house they’d just escaped (Watts 2005; 70). 
 
Taka, who does not completely trust Lenie and Lubin, tries to escape through the woods which 
she describes as “a maze of vertical shafts and leaf litter and thin soil rotten with ßehemoth ”, and 
“[t]he trees that sprang up in her path were only skeletons, dry and brittle” (Watts 2005; 106). So 
the nanobe not only directly causes mutations of the landscape, but also indirect death of 
vegetation due to the humans’ defensive response of the massive burning of the environment.  
 In keeping with Csicsery-Ronay, Jr.’s point that the sf novum involves both radical 
“physical-material” changes and “ethical” ones, ßehemoth leads to a transformation of flora, 
fauna, and humans through mutations and death (Csicsery-Ronay, Jr.; 56). The landscape is post-
apocalyptic; there is devastation and dying vegetation everywhere, as is evidenced by such 
expressions as “the necrotic forest” and “the wastes” (Watts 2005; 202). Part of the landscape is 
also hybrid: ßehemoth transforms the remaining flora and fauna into strange mutated hybrids, 
partly natural, partly artificial. The organic landcape even changes color as brown and black 
supersede the familiar green. It also makes animals and people sick and die. As for the ethical 
change it can provoke, through the process of defamiliarization it makes some of the key 
characters—and potentially the reader—realize the value of nature and life, as well as the 
vulnerability of earth’s ecosystems, and of human beings. ßehemoth and the transformations it 
causes create estranged versions of nature and can remind us that we have to fight for it, that it is 
not a given. Nature is thus represented as something precious that can be lost, as dying or 
transformed. 
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 If elements of nature, especially the biological, are represented as almost indissociable 
from the technological, in the shape of hybrids of the natural and the artificial, they are, as the 
narrative progresses, represented more and more as something scarce, on the decline and dead. 
The following brief passage, in which Lubin and Lenie are looking for “spider rope”, an 
engineered rope made with cobweb (another hybrid of the biological and technological), 
expresses this idea: “Spider rope had been a dirt-cheap commodity in the biotech age, but it had 
evidently grown a lot scarcer in the bioapocalyptic one” (Watts 2005; 215). The terms “biotech” 
and “bioapocalyptic” encapsulate this apocalyptic transition and the sort of world the characters 
live in. The Rifters Trilogy is indeed a tale of humanity’s failure to protect the biosphere, its 
biodiversity, and consequently human beings themselves. It is also the representation of a post-
natural world in which the concept of the natural as something entirely divided from the artificial 
is now void. ßehemoth follows the same principle and trajectory, as it is a product of 
biotechnology that causes a bioapocalypse. 
2.3 Other Postnaturals 
 The nanobe is not the only post-natural element in the narrative. In fact, there are 
countless other post-natural inventions in the Rifters trilogy. For example, the main characters 
encounter “tweaked dolphins” and “tweaked” dogs that are used as military devices and weapons. 
Most animals in the trilogy are post-natural in the sense that they have been transformed radically 
by technology. The extinction or modification of animals reoccurs throughout the series and 
human responsibility for ecological and environmental problems, or the failure to solve existing 
ones, is often implied in these passages. For example, there is the passage in which Taka 
Ouellette tells Lenie about “tweaked” gorillas that have become extinct: 
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‘Few decades ago, in Africa. Hardly any gorillas left, and the natives were eating up the 
few that remained. So some conservation group got the bright idea of making the gorillas 
inedible.’ 
‘Yeah? How?’ 
‘Engineered Ebola variant. Didn’t harm the gorillas, but any human who ate one would bleed 
out inside seventy-two hours.’[…] 
‘So how come they’re extinct?’ 
‘We wiped them out. Unacceptable risk to human health’ (Watts 2005; 74). 
 
Humans are also shown, as I mentioned earlier, to be responsible for the tweaking and spreading 
of ßehemoth with its catastrophic ecological and environmental consequences. Therefore, the 
trilogy not only presents biotechnological hybridity, but also criticizes the ways humans use 
technology and shows that their interventions are often harmful to the environment. 
 Not only fauna, but also materials, such as the “spider rope”, are hybrids. For example, 
the underwater stations and Atlantis are partially made of “biosteel”: a material made half of live 
cells, half of steel. Likewise, the rifters wear diveskins that are also made of live cells: “[Lenie] 
wears a second skin that almost qualifies as a life-form in its own right, a miracle of thermo- and 
osmoregulation, black as an oil slick” (Watts 2004: 51). The hybridization of the natural and 
artificial is pushed one step further with the “smart gels”: artificial intelligences that are part brain 
cells, part electronics, what the rifters call a “Head cheese. Cultured brain cells on a slab. The 
same things they’ve been plugging into the Net to firewall infections” (Watts 1999: 64). Another 
good example is “the bioelectric field”. When Ken Lubin and Lenie Clarke are aboard the 
Phocoena, a hightech submarine they used to leave Atlantis, and arriving near the coast of 
Halifax they realize there is a kind of transparent membrane preventing them from getting to the 
coast. 
Lubin brings the drone to within half a meter of the membrane: a faint yellow haze resolves 
on the right-hand feed, where naked eyes see only darkness. ‘What’s that?’ Clarke wonders. 
‘Bioelectric field,’ Lubin tells her. 
‘You mean it’s alive?’ 
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‘Probably not the membrane itself. I’d guess it’s run through with some kind of engineered 
neurons’ (Watts 2005; 40; emphasis in the original). 
 
Just as technology is part of living organisms, from humans to insects, so is the biological part of 
almost all technological objects and materials presented in the trilogy. These post-natural 
inventions, or biotechnological hybrids, transgress the natural/artificial boundary, making it hard 
to tell what is alive or not, or where the natural begins and the artificial ends. 
2.4 Virtual Ecosystems, Electronic Wildlife, and Digital Evolution 
 Throughout the novels, nature and technology are represented as almost indissociable. In 
fact, as we have been stressing, the dividing line between them is often blurred to the point that it 
is impossible to distinguish one from the other. Nonetheless, we can identify degrees of 
naturalness: starting with the more natural elements, such as flora and fauna, that are still more or 
less intact, followed by hybrids that are clearly a mix of natural and artificial elements, and 
ending with a completely artificial nature. Indeed, the author envisions a virtual environment 
called Maelstrom, a fictional and more complex version of the Internet, in which artificial life 
evolves according to the laws of natural selection; or as Watts explains:  
Maelstrom hung on the premise that the same Darwinian processes that shape life in this 
world are equally applicable to the digital realm—that self-replicating software will be 
literally alive when the conditions of natural selection are met (Watts 2005; 301, emphasis in 
the original). 
 
As Watts points out in the afterword at the end of Maelstrom (2001), what is called “artificial 
life”, also “e-life”, or “wildlife” is not an invention of his at all but a real phenomenon and field 
of scientific research (Watts 2001; 375). According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, artificial 
life is “the production or action of computer programs or computerized systems that simulate the 
behavior, population dynamics, or other characteristics of living organisms”. In keeping with this 
definition, Maelstrom is presented as a digital version of the natural world: digital entities fight, 
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kill, and breed in “Maelstrom ecosystems”, imitating the working of the natural world (Watts 
2001; 246). The descriptions of their actions borrow the vocabulary of Darwinism, as they are 
literally digital species in evolution. Accordingly, in the following example, Taka wonders and 
remembers how the good old Internet became Maelstrom: 
Spirit was only a word, a convenient label for a virulent software entity forged in the fast-
forward Darwinian landscape that had once been called Internet. Taka knew how fast 
evolutionary changes could be wrought in a system where a hundred generations passed in 
the blink of an eye. She remembered another time when electronic life-forms—undesigned, 
unplanned, and unwanted—had grown so pestillential that the net itself had acquired the 
name Maelstrom. The things called Lenies, or Shredders, or Madonnas—like the Gospel 
demons, their names were legion—they were simply exemplars of natural selection. […] 
So what if these things had power beyond imagining, yet no physical substance? So what if 
they lived in the wires and the wireless spaces between, and moved at the speed of their own 
electronic thoughts (Watts 2005; 46)? 
 
These “things” are completely artificial, but they are described as if they were alive. They are 
autonomous, and what they do has repercussions in the physical world. Some of these entities are 
very simple systems, such as “94 Megabytes”, which is trying to breed: “94 sits high in pointer 
space looking for a place to breed. This is a much tougher proposition than it used to be” (Watts 
2001; 33). Others called “shredders” are more evolved and act as predators, perpetrating 
destructive acts: 
She shreds and mutilates with all the self-awareness of a bandsaw, ripping flesh and wood 
and carbon-fiber with equal indifferent abandon. 
 Of course, in the world she inhabits there is no wood, and all flesh is digital. 
[…] 
She is no longer a pure product of natural selection. There has been torture in her lineage, 
and forced breeding. She is a monster; her very existence does violence to the rules of nature 
(Watts 2004; 33). 
 
This “shredder” is described as if it were alive in a world in which “the rules of nature” apply, but 
at the same time we are told that in her world “all flesh is digital”. This is an instance, among 
many others, in which diction and personification work to blur the natural/artificial and 
biological/technological boundaries. Throughout the trilogy, terms refering to the virtual-
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technological world are constantly juxtaposed with those of the material-biological world, such 
as “digital” and “flesh”, or “electrons” and “flesh”: “It doesn’t matter whether wildlife is built 
from flesh or electrons, Clarke’s been told; the same rules apply” (Watts 2004; 28).  
 By comparing a virtual environment to natural ecosystems, artificial life to living 
organisms, the author represents the artificial as if it were natural. Maelstrom and its wildlife 
correspond to what Lawrence Buell refers to as “third nature”: technologically reproduced nature 
(Buell 144). Emphasis is put on Maelstrom’s resemblance to the natural world throughout the 
narrative. It is consistent with the idea conveyed by the novums desbribed previously, that 
whether natural or artificial, alive or inanimate, the same principles apply and that therefore the 
realm of the artificial, as the definition of the term implies, is not so much the opposite of the 
natural as its replica. 
2.5 A Hybrid World 
 The main novums transgress the human/technology boundary by presenting hybrids such 
as amphibious cyborgs, and humans with fish genes, (while cross-species gene transfer also 
defies the distinction between human/non-human nature). Such representations of post-human 
novums are generally accompanied by the representation of post-natural novums that erode the 
animal/technology boundary (cyberdogs, tweaked dolphins and gorillas) and the 
nature/technology boundary by presenting hybrid insects, vegetation, and microorganisms. In this 
series, everything has become post-natural, from human beings (rifters), to clothing (diveskins) 
and materials (biosteel). It is a near future in which the term “wildlife” more commonly refers to 
e-life rather than to actual wild fauna. The world presented is one in which nature cannot be 
understood as the opposite of what is artificial: it is a hybrid world, a post-natural world. 
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 These fictive novums and their representation produce estrangement, a distance 
between the world of the reader and the world of the narrative, by presenting all these hybrids 
that are defamiliarized versions of the human body, flora, fauna, and the entire natural world. The 
trilogy presents a natural world transformed by technology and human intervention, but it also 
presents a technological world in which biology has become an integral part of it (head cheeses, 
diveskins, biosteel, etc.). Finaly, it presents the artificial as “alive” via Maelstrom and its 
“wildlife”. It thus puts forward a post-natural vision of the world in which technology is ‘alive’ 
(to some extent), and nature, as least as we know it, has become artificial. 
 As I explained in the introduction of this thesis, although the distinction between the 
natural and the artificial remains indispensable, these concepts are far from mutually exclusive. 
Indeed, we have seen in this section that the concepts of the natural and the artificial, and the 
biological and the technological, are not incompatible, but rather part of each other both in the 
actual world and that of the Rifters Trilogy. The novums presented above further trouble the 
boundaries between these concepts and suggest that what we consider to be natural is relative. 
3. Settings: Strange Places on a Familiar Planet  
 The settings play a significant role in the production of estrangement in the Rifters 
Trilogy. They can be divided into two categories: settings that are uncommon or imaginary but 
made to appear plausible; such is the case with the representations of the deep sea, Beebe Station, 
and Maelstrom; and defamiliarized settings, which are represented by many actual places 
throughout North America that have been transformed over the years by global warming, 
pollution, environmental and energy crises, and then by ßehemoth and attempts at its 
containment. The environments presented in the trilogy are virtual, alien, transformed, and post-
natural. Again, they are transformed by technology and human intervention, and thus made 
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hybrid or destroyed. We will take a look at these settings and see how nature and environments 
are represented and how they make things strange. 
3.1 Maelstrom 
 Since numerous scenes take place within its virtual confines, Maelstrom can be 
considered as a strange setting that contributes to the series’ overall estrangement effect. As it is 
presented, it is an imaginary setting, although it can also be considered as a defamiliarization of 
the Internet as we know it. As mentioned earlier, Maelstrom is inhabited by thriving artificial life, 
and as Watts points out, the “ Internet is already more like a wildlife habitat than you might 
expect” (Watts 2001; 374). Throughout the narrative, we follow the adventures of different kinds 
of virtual entities and we encounter telling descriptions of their artificial universe. In the 
following example, a growing system named “n” is described as a female entity roaming through 
Maelstrom after having escaped a trap: 
She is back in the real world now, a barren place where wildlife once filled the wires, where 
every chip and optical beam once hummed with the traffic of a thousand species. Now it’s 
mainly worms and viruses, perhaps the occasional shark. The whole ecosystem has collapsed 
into a eutrophic assemblage of weeds, most barely complex enough to qualify as life (Watts 
2004; 243). 
 
Nouns, such as “wildlife”, “species”, “worms”, “shark”, “ecosystem”, “weeds”, and “life”, that 
usually refer to the natural, physical world are used to refer to digital and virtual programs, 
systems, and places, reinforcing the analogy between the two worlds. The virtual and the physical 
worlds of the trilogy have other similarities. For example, just like the physical world, the virtual 
world is in decay: wildlife is scarce and diversity is in decline. As Watts observes in the “Notes 
and References” at the end of ßehemoth Seppuku, “the virtual-ecology aspects of this novel echo 
the pest-species dynamics common in real-world ecosystems” (Watts 2005: 302, emphasis in the 
original). Maelstrom is infested with “worms” and “viruses” in the same way the physical world 
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of the narrative is infested with ßehemoth and other pests. The virtual environment is depicted 
as if it was a natural world, and it bears some resemblances not only to the world of the narrative, 
but also to the real physical world that we know today. 
3.2 The Deep Sea and Beebe station 
If Beebe station and the rifters are imaginary, the place where the author has located them, 
the Juan de Fuca Ridge, is real and very special. According to the Marine Conservation Institute 
website, Juan de Fuca Ridge is 
an underwater volcanic mountain range. Created by the separation of the Juan de Fuca Plate 
and the Pacific Plate, the Juan de Fuca Ridge is home to an extraordinary community of life 
whose source of energy is not the sun, but sulfur-rich chemicals. Deriving energy through 
chemosynthesis, bacteria form the basis of a deep-sea food chain that supports unusual 
creatures such as red-and-white tubeworms, deep-sea crabs, and mussels. Undersea springs 
called hydrothermal vents release scalding plumes of 400°F lava-heated water. Carrying 
sulfur-bearing minerals, the plumes look like black clouds and the vents are thus named 
“black smokers.”. 
 
The goal of the fictive geothermal program is to capture the energy of those hydrothermal vents 
or “smokers”, and Beebe station is therefore a kind of power plant and the rifters, its workers. 
This premise, teamed up with the numerous scientific details Watts provides, makes for a 
plausible context that allows the story to take place in a very unfamiliar setting. Right from the 
start we are diving into the abyss: 
The abyss should shut you up. 
 
Sunlight hasn’t touched these waters for a million years. Atmospheres accumulate by the 
hundreds here, the trenches could swallow a dozen Everests without burping. They say life 
itself got started in the deep sea. Maybe. It can’t have been an easy birth, judging by the life 
that remains—monstrous things, twisted into nightmare shapes by lightless pressure and 
sheer chronic starvation (Watts 1999; 9). 
 
This description evokes the isolated and hostile nature of the place, its darkness and strangeness, 
especially when the presence “montrous things” is mentioned. It also evokes how deep or far it is 
and how sublime. 
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 In fact, the station could easily be compared to a spaceship, and the deep waters to 
outer space: not only do they play the same role of bringing the story to strange places where 
only advanced or imaginary technologies can bring us, but a lot of comparisons and metaphors 
remind the reader of the parallel between outer space and the bottom of the sea. For example, 
Lenie goes outside and 
The darkness embraces her. She swims, not looking back, until her legs grow tired. She 
doesn’t know how far she’s come. 
 But it must be light-years. The ocean is full of stars.  
 Behind her, the station shines brightest with coarse yellow rays. In the opposite direction, 
she can barely make out the Throat, an insignificant sunrise on the horizon. Everywhere else, 
living constellations punctuate the dark (Watts 1999; 34). 
 
Notice the diction used to desbribe the elements of the deep sea: “light-years”, the ocean “full of 
stars”, and the “constellations”. This is only one sequence, but references to the sky and outer 
space appear throughout the series. In another instance, Beebe is compared to a planet, although 
it could also be associated with a spaceship, as it is an enclosed environment surrounded by a vast 
deadly darkness, and like a spaceship it has an airlock through which people wearing diving suits 
(similar to spacesuits) go through to get outside: 
Beebe Station floats tethered above the seabed, a gunmetal-gray planet ringed by a belt of 
equatorial floodlights. There’s an airlock for divers at the south pole and a docking hatch for 
‘scaphes at the north. In between there are girders and anchor lines, conduits and cables, 
metal armor and Lenie Clarke (Watts 1999; 32). 
The presence of the imaginary station with all the equipment and machinery necessary to its 
running transforms this natural environment into a hybrid environment: 
Machines grow everywhere at the Throat, like metal weeds. Cables and conduits spiderweb 
across the seabed in a dozen directions. The main pumps stand over twenty meters high, a 
regiment of submarine monoliths fading from sight on either side. Overhead floodlights 
bathe the jumble structures in perpetual twilight (Watts 2001; 21). 
 
The Juan de Fuca Ridge is an unfamiliar place, but it is made even stranger with the presence of 
Beebe station. Moreover, the hybrid environment’s combination of natural elements and territory 
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left untouched for millions of years with the technological/artificial elements of the station is 
another example of the hybridity between nature and technology that is present throughout the 
trilogy. 
 Beside these descriptions of the abyss and the station, the fact that the narrative takes 
place partly on the seabed also leads to descriptions of phenomena that are unfamiliar, like the 
eruption of a geothermal vent: 
The new smoker is erupting again. Water shoots scalding from the chimney at the north end 
of the Throat, curdles and mixes with deep icy saline; microbes caught in the turbulence 
luminesce madly. The water fills with the hiss of unformed steam, aborted by the weight of 
three hundred atmospheres (Watts 1999; 112). 
 
The eruption of a smoker is certainly not a familiar event for the majority of readers, and 
therefore, along with the descriptions of the station and the deep waterscape, it contributes to the 
overall effect of estrangement. The reader is thus exposed to what remains the most unfamiliar 
and mysterious place on earth: the bottom of the sea, with its distinct flora, fauna and geological 
features. 
 Beebe station and the deep sea play the same role in the trilogy that outer space plays in 
so many science fiction works: it brings the reader into unfamiliar territory, allows for the 
description of strange environments and phenomena, and thus participate in the creation of 
estrangement. In other words, it is the context of the geothermal program and the setting that 
make this part of the narrative so particular: instead of ordinary workers working in an ordinary 
power plant, we are presented with amphibious cyborgs working in a submarine station located in 
an alien-like environment filled with “monsters” and perpetual darkness. If Beebe is fictive, the 
environment in which it is located is not. However, both the station and its surroundings remain 
unfamiliar, and contribute to the creation of estrangement. 
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 Another way in which the setting of the deep sea generates estrangement is by making 
the characters act in strange ways. For instance, for the rifters who spent a year at Beebe station, 
and later another five years in Atlantis at the bottom of the North Atlantic Ocean, the world 
above the surface of the sea has become unfamiliar and unsettling while the seabed has become 
like home. It creates a reversal of what is usually regarded as a hostile environment and what is 
supposed to be a safe and familiar one. Lenie, for example, is no longer at ease on land: “[a]ll this 
space, this uninterrupted visibility, unsettles her” and she misses the “comforting darkness” 
(Watts 2005; 19). She goes underwater to sleep everytime she gets the chance: 
Lenie Clarke, quite simply, was homesick. 
 The lost distant abyss was an ache inside her, and if Lake Michigan was a poor imitation 
of that world, at least it was an imitation of some kind. No smokers, no crystalline hot-and-
cold-running seawater, no glowing monsters to light the way—but fifteen atmospheres, at 
least (Watts 2001; 306, emphasis in the original). 
 
Their estrangement from the surface world leads to instances of diegetic estrangement, as in the 
following passage in which Lubin gets back to shore after his year at Beebe and barely 
recognizes the sky: “And yet here it was, still. Blue light, everywhere. The sky, he realized at last. 
It’s the sky. You’re onshore” (Watts 2001; 29, emphasis in the original). As explained previously, 
diegetic estrangement happens when something is made to appear unfamiliar or unusual because 
of the context, not because it is transformed or defamiliarized itself. Diegetic estrangement is 
mostly produced by the characters’ uncommon actions or reactions to something perfectly normal 
(from the reader’s perspective). For the rifters who made it back on land, Clarke and Lubin, it 
does not feel like coming back home, but rather like discovering an alien environment. Moreover, 
not only are they more used to living in the depths now, but also the land they come back to has 
been transformed considerably by the quakes, tsunamis, and ßehemoth. 
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 Other rifters never come back onshore and “go native”: they stay in the depths, their 
rifter gear and implants allowing them to survive for a while in this hostile environment as they 
slowly lose their minds and their ability to speak: 
It’s not just the skin that rots when you stop coming inside. It’s not just the bones that go 
soft. Once a rifter goes native, the whole neocortex is pretty much a write-off. You let the 
abyss stare into you long enough and that whole civilized veneer washes away like melting 
ice in running water. Clarke imagines the fissures of the brain smoothing out over time, 
devolving back to some primordial fish-state more suited to their chosen habitat (Watts 2004; 
130). 
 
Gerry Fischer is among the first rifters to go native. In the following passage, he is refered to as 
“it”, as if he was not even human anymore: 
It has forgotten what it was. […] 
 Not much comes down from the cortex anymore. Low-level impulses flicker in from the 
parietal and occipital lobes. The motor strip hums in the background. Occasionally, Broca’s 
area mutters to itself. The rest is mostly dead and dark, worn smooth by a black ocean hot 
and mercurial as live steam, cold and sluggish as antifreeze. All that’s left now is pure 
reptile. 
It pushes on, blind and unthinking, oblivious to the weight of four hundred liquid 
atmospheres. It eats whatever it can find, somehow knowing what to avoid and what to 
consume. Desalinators and recyclers keep it hydrated (Watts 1999; 287). 
 
Here again, the boundaries between human and non-human, and human and technology are 
blurred. The concept of “going native” is also an example of how the relationship between the 
characters and the different environments we find them in is one of the main preoccupations of 
the narrative. Ecological concerns are present throughout the trilogy, and defamiliarized and 
estranged relations between the post-human characters and other living organisms and their 
environments play a central role in their portrayal.  
3.3 Global Environmental Degradation 
 When it takes place on land, the narrative is set in numerous locations throughout North 
America. As explained earlier, ßehemoth causes radical transformations of the environment, 
fauna and flora as it spreads, bringing about devastation and mutations. However, the North 
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American continent presented in the narrative is one that had already changed a lot 
environmentally, but also politically and socially, before the nanobe surfaced. Decades of 
ongoing pollution, global warming, and resources exploitation have resulted in global 
environmental degradation, a global energy crisis, and an ever-growing number of environmental 
refugees. In fact, the whole North American territory and population have been reorganized 
according to the environmental crisis: national boundaries and identities are no more and the 
whole continent is divided into non-organized wastelands, the “strips”—controlled zones 
inhabited by environmental refugees—and the metropolitan enclaves, such as Hongcouver, 
Vanceattle, and Toromilton, which are surrounded by massive walls. Environmental, energy, and 
health issues have superseded the old national and political frameworks: 
“[…] modern checks and gauntlets were aimed at pathogens, not people. Who cared about 
artefacts like personal ID anymore? Who cared about anything so arbitrary as a political 
border? National identity was so irrelevant that nobody’d even bothered to dismantle it” 
(Watts 2001; 210, emphasis in the original). 
 
In this ecodystopia, the most fortunate are citizens of “N’amPac”, the organized group of 
enclaves that consist of walled cities in which citizen benefits from protection and technology, 
others are refugees kept on the “strip”, or poor people scattered among the “wastes”. Outside the 
walled enclaves, the old buildings and towns are decaying, and most of the west coast is 
devastated and has become the continent’s largest refugee zone called “the Strip”: 
They traveled along a gradient of destruction. To the north, the land was laid waste. 
Industrial lifters hung over gaps in the shattered Wall, rebuilding. To the south refugees still 
shuffled along the Strip, living in lean-tos and tents and the eroding shells of dwellings from 
a time when ocean views had actually increased property value (Watts 2001; 24, emphasis in 
the original). 
 
Global warming has also changed the landscape, caused the sea level to rise, and forced many 
people to move inland. Old oceanfront houses are now “eroding shells of dwellings” and relics of 
the past. Healthy flora, fauna and natural environments are often represented as a thing of the 
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past; something lost, destroyed, or remembered in dreams. For example, in the following 
passage Yves Scanlon, the rifters’ psychiatrist, is having a dream and he remembers his 
childhood in former British Columbia: 
He dreamed of water. He always dreamed of water. He dreamed the smell of dead fish in 
rotten nets, and rainbow puddles of gasoline shimmering off the Steveston jetty, and a home 
so close to the shoreline you could barely get insurance. He dreamed of a time when 
waterfront meant something, even the muddy brown stretch where the Fraser hemorrhaged 
into the Strait of Georgia. His mother was standing over him, beaming a vital ecological 
resource, Yves. A staging ground for migrating birds. A filter for the whole world. And little 
Yves Scanlon smiled back, proud that he alone of all his friends—well, not friends exactly, 
but maybe they would be now—would grow up appreciating nature firsthand, right here in 
his new backyard. One and a half meters above the high-tide line (Watts 1999; 153). 
 
In this dream, Yves remembers a time when there was still fish in the river and birds in the sky, 
and the pride he remembers feeling for being able to “[appreciate] nature firsthand” indicates that 
natural resources were already getting scarce, and thus seemed more valuable. When the dream 
stage of his sleep is over and his “bedside dreamer” forces him to wake up Scanlon tries “to 
postpone the inevitable”, but as he is slowly waking up he recalls how everything got destroyed: 
Thirty years of random images would flash across his mind in those moments: falling forests, 
bloating deserts, ultraviolet fingers reaching ever deeper into barren seas. Oceans creeping 
up shorelines. Vital ecological resources turning into squatting camps for refugees. Squatting 
camps turning into intertidal zones (Watts 1999; 153). 
 
Scanlon’s dream thus turns to a nightmare as he uncontrollably recalls horrific images of events 
caused by the exploitation of natural resources, global warming, and ozone depletion. 
 Often presented as a character’s reflexion, references to animal extinction and biodiversity 
reduction are numerous in the narrative. For example, Patricia Rowan remarks that there are 
“…not many places left with real wildlife anymore” (Watts 2001; 273). Thinking about 
ßehemoth’s invasion and how over the centuries “whole ecosystems [had been] squashed and 
replaced by exotics”, Desjardins remarks: “You’d be more likely to see space aliens than any of 
Australia’s has-been marsupials, outside of a gene bank” (Watts 2001; 119, emphasis in the 
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original). Another example is when Lenie is talking with a little girl named Tracy. Tracy and 
her father have taken refuge in a cabin in the woods. Tracy tells Lenie that her father is “a forest 
ecologist” as they are standing outside near the lake and talking about the state of their natural 
surroundings: 
She pointed to a clump of trees a little ways away. ‘Those are Douglas fir. There’s lots of 
them around now because they can survive fires and drought and bugs. The other trees aren’t 
doing so well, though.’ She looked back down into the cold clear water. ‘I haven’t seen any 
fish yet.’ […] ‘Dad says there aren’t very many fish left’ (Watts 2001; 145, emphasis in the 
original). 
 
The absence of fish is mentioned several times in Maelstrom, and the Great Lakes and the areas 
surrounding them, especially in Ontario, are often referred to as polluted or degraded in the 
trilogy: 
And the area’s lakes were truly beautiful, clear and blue and lifeless as chemically treated 
toilet bowls. […] Exotic alien life forms would disembark from tankers or lifters at the 
Industrial Horseshoe around Lake Ontario, wreak local havoc as they always had, but you’d 
have to be one tough chimera to get past the acid-washed outskirts of Sudbury, Ontario. Its 
dead zone was like a moat, a firebreak burned into the countryside by a hundred years’ worth 
of industrial poison (Watts 2001; 204). 
 
The causes evoked here for the extinction of fish are pollution and the presence of invasive 
species caused by human activities. The Great Lakes have also changed because of global 
warming and the resources shortages it has engendered: “The Great Lakes weren’t quite so great 
these days, not since the water shortages of the twenty-first century had reduced their volume by 
25 percent” (Watts 2001; 302).  
 Throughout the narrative, there are several references to environmental transformation 
and degradation caused by global warming and climate change, such as allusions to the shutting 
down of the Gulf Stream (Watts 2005; 23). In the following example, climate change is 
mentioned as the cause of storms being far more intense: 
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“Violent storms had been the spring norm for twenty years or more in these parts. Just 
another long-term surprise hatched from that chaotic package of cause and effect called 
climate change” (Watts 2001; 307, emphasis in the original). 
 
More frequent and violent storms and other changes in climate patterns are indeed among the 
known effects of global warming. In the trilogy, almost every dark prediction of our times in 
relation to the climate and the environment has materialized, and they not only affect the North 
American continent but the whole planet. 
 As these examples show, global environmental degradation is present in the narrative and 
takes the form of ecodystopian descriptions of settings. Said theme is also evoked through the 
characters’ relationship with nature, their experiences and nostalgic memories. Nature as we 
know it is represented as irreparably damaged; healthy flora, fauna and clean natural 
environments are represented as something in the process of being wiped out or as belonging to 
the past. The presence of passages like these heightens the environmentalist tone of the trilogy 
and enhances its critique of our present lax attitudes towards environmental issues. It also 
participates in creating a distance between the world of the reader—one in which many of these 
environmental issues are still perceived as manageable, in which some may still be avoided, 
while others are already deeply disquieting—and the world of the narrative, in which almost 
every worse case scenario has taken shape and is thriving. 
3.4 Post-apocalyptic Landscape 
 We have seen how environmental degradation, climate change, the spreading of 
ßehemoth, and the ecological containment measures taken to slow its progression transform the 
North American landscape and defamiliarize it in the Rifters trilogy. So far, my critical emphasis 
has been put on the post-natural and ecodystopian aspects of these transformations, such as the 
mutations caused by ßehemoth and the extinction of animals. However, the trilogy is also rich in 
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post-apocalyptic descriptions and imagery that contribute to the overall estrangement effect. 
While the aforementioned ecodystopian descriptions chiefly portray the destruction and 
transformation of nature and natural environments, these post-apocayptic descriptions depict the 
demise of nature but also of humans, human habitation, and urban areas. 
 The first post-apocalyptic description we encounter in the text is in the novel Maelstrom 
(2001). After the big quake triggered by the bombing of the Juan De Fuca station has completely 
devastated the west coast, Lenie comes back from the abyss to discover thousands of dead bodies 
in the water: “By the time she felt the tug of the surf, the bottom was completely covered in 
bodies. […] A dead gull spun past in the current, tangled in monofilament” (Watts 2001; 20).  
When she arrives on shore all she can see is “the shattered landscape, the bodies smashed and 
sucked into the ocean, the devastation reaching God knew how far in every direction” (Watts 
2001; 21). Such devastation is also visible in the enclave of Hongcouver: 
In the Hongcouver core, damage was more heterogeneous. Streets stretched for blocks 
without so much as a broken window. Then, across some arbitrary intersection, the world 
became a place of shattered buildings and upended asphalt (Watts 2001; 94). 
 
The aftermath of the quake and the ensuing tsunami has left the west coast considerably 
devastated. However, most of the territory across North America was already in a post-
apocalyptic state long before this catastrophic event. Many places were abandoned, there are 
numerous mentions of decaying houses near the shorelines because of the rising sea levels, and 
references to the zones called “the wastes” outside the enclaves where people are left to fend for 
themselves. Lenie often finds herself in such places; in the following excerpt, she passes through 
a small town that was once quarantined and has been isolated from the outside world for too long:  
Lenie Clarke was in such a place now, a town full of wreckage and smashed windows and 
hollow eyes staring from buildings nobody has bothered to condemn. Whatever life was here 
did not, for the most part, take any notice of her passing. She avoided the obvious territorial 
boundaries: the toothless skulls of children significantly arranged along a particular curb; a 
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half-mummified corpse, crucified upside-down beneath the cryptic phrase St. Peter the 
Unworthy; derelict vehicles that just happened to block this road or that—rusty barricades, 
herding the unwary toward some central slaughterhouse like fish in a weir (Watts 2001; 198, 
emphasis in the original). 
 
Such horrific scenes involving exposed skulls and corpses are reminescent of other post-
apocalyptic works, notably McCarthy’s The Road in which skulls and the remains of the dead are 
part of the landscape where firestorms rage and cannibal gangs roam. In The Road, decomposing 
corpses are found everywhere because people who did not die in the fires, or have not been 
caught by cannibals, die from starvation or commit suicide. Likewise, in the Rifters Trilogy the 
presence of children’s skulls “significantly arranged” and of masses of corpses out in the open is 
obviously foreign to a typical North American town of today and contributes powerfully to the 
overall estrangement effect. 
 Moreover, the destructive attempts to contain ßehemoth kill and destroy the now rare 
vegetation and wildlife that is left as large zones are completely burned down. Travelling in the 
wastes at night Taka Ouellette sees the land burning as she “emerged into a nightscape of 
guttering flame”, and “[a]sh flurried white as talc in Miri’s headlight, a fog of powdered earth 
and vegetation blinding her to the road ahead” (Watts 2005; 43).  The descriptions of “the 
scorched landscape” are at times evocative of a nuclear winter and are rich in post-apocalyptic 
imagery (Watts 2005: 63). Taka, Lenie, and Ken Lubin are driving through the wasteland: 
They drove through a land blasted and scoured clean of any live thing. The MI 
[ambulance], built for rough terrain, climbed over fallen tree trunks that crumbled beneath its 
wheels. It navigated potholes filled with ash and soot, drove straightaways where swirls and 
gusts of gray powder swept across the refrozen asphalt like tiny Antarctic blizzards, 
centimeters high. Twice they passed deranged billboards half-melted against the rock, their 
lattice warped and defiantly semifunctional, advertising nothing now but the flickering 
multicolored contours of their own heat stress. 
 After a while it began to rain. The ash congealed like paste on the ground, stuck to the 
hood like blobs of papier-maché (Watts 2005; 69). 
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The fallen tree trunks, and the overwhelming presence of ash are indeed reminescent of post-
nuclear war post-apocalyptic imagery. As we shall see in the next chapter, The Road is rich with 
these kinds of descriptions. 
4. Conclusion 
 As we have seen, the main novums in the Rifters Trilogy participate in the representation 
of nature and environments as greatly damaged and devastated, and thus to their 
defamiliarization. We are presented with a North American continent that has been transformed 
over the years by human driven environmental factors and that has become, for the most part, a 
desolate wasteland. However, the major quake and tsunami caused by the bomb detonated in the 
abyss, and the major firestorms that have been ignited to stop ßehemoth from spreading, cause 
further devastation and therefore more post-apocalyptic scenes in which there are millions of 
bodies, cities in ruins, and entire forests turned into clouds of ashes swirling in the air. Thus, the 
overall post-apocalyptic descriptions and imagery found throughout the narrative defamiliarize 
the already fragile world-as-we-know-it. As mentioned previously, the narrative is rich in post-
apocalyptic descriptions and imagery.  Moreover, flora, fauna, ecosystems, and ultimately the 
entire biosphere are represented as damaged beyond repair: wildlife is extremely scarce, the 
remaining natural environments are polluted, the Gulf Stream has shut down, climate patterns 
have changed, and millions of environmental refugees are living in terrible conditions. The 
constant emphasis upon environmental degradation and humans’ responsibility in causing so 
much damage to the biosphere and failing to solve existing environmental issues is critical of our 
present negligent attitude towards the contemporary environmental matters. These ecodystopian 
and environmentalist elements of the trilogy are reminiscent of much ecodystopian sf that is 
written in the mode of ecocatastrophe as a cautionary tale. 
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 The novums also participate in the representation of nature as radically transformed by 
technology and humans’ abuse of it as they defamiliarize the human body, flora, and fauna for 
the reader. In this near-future world, everything is post-natural and everyone is post-human to 
some extent: amphibious cyborgs, pharm babies, fish heads, biosteel, tweaked animals, smart 
gels, bioelectric fields, etc. ßehemoth, a nanobe from the abyss, engineered to reproduce and 
thrive on land, is also the narrative’s most post-natural organism as it radically transforms the 
flora and fauna it does not kill and plays its own unique, increasingly hegemonic part in creating 
a post-natural landscape and world. Devastation is already an integral part of the North American 
landscape before ßehemoth, but it is far worse after its spreading: the remaining forests and 
wildlife are turned to ashes, millions of people die, and the West coast is turned into a disaster 
area. 
 We have also seen that the settings of the trilogy can be divided into two categories: 
strange or uncommon settings on the one hand (the abyss, Maelstrom), and defamiliarized 
settings on the other hand (The North American continent). When the story is not taking place 
under water or in cyberspace, it is taking place in a defamiliarized North America that had been 
deeply transformed even before ßehemoth’s invasion, by environmental degradation, resources 
depletion, and global warming.  
 Furthermore, throughout the narrative, emphasis is put upon the relationship between the 
characters and their surroundings, and between other living organisms in general and their 
environments. This ecological concern has everything to do with the series’ aformentioned 
strange settings, transformed environments, and technological innovations. The characters find 
themselves in strange places, they experience the transformation and destruction of their 
surroundings, and they have different ways to relate to their environments because of the novums 
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and the technological innovations and transformation they imply. For example, the deep-sea 
environment has a powerful effect on the rifters and some of them even “go native” because their 
cyborg and posthuman nature allow them to adapt to this otherwise hostile environment. Also, 
living in a world in which nature is dying and wildlife is extremely scarce has changed the ways 
they perceive healthy flora and fauna, which they come to consider as precious and exceptional. 
 Considering all this, nature is represented throughout the trilogy as hybrid, transformed by 
technology, as increasingly destroyed and radically transformed, as something precious that can 
be lost, and ultimately as something belonging to the past. It is either strange or defamiliarized, 
and seldom representative of the nature we know today. The transformation of the physical 
world, the representation of nature, and the settings play a central role in the creation of 
estrangement in the series as it produces a thought provoking distance between our world and the 
world of the story. Sf often imaginatively takes its reader to outer space and foreign planets, but 
ecodystopian texts reproduce the powerful estrangement effect of alien or alien-like environment 
on Earth by transforming and more specifically, destroying the biosphere, its ecosystems and its 
landscape. In the Rifters Trilogy the resultant post-natural landscape, a mix of dead vegetation, 
skeletons, corpses, ruins, and mutated humans, flora and fauna is estranging and science-fictional. 
In this sense, the physical settings play a central role within the narrative, as they participate in 
the creation of estrangement, which allows the reader to imagine his or her world from a fresh 
perspective. 
 In an article about climate change called “Learning to Live with Recreated Climates” 
(2010), Mike Hulme suggests that we must learn to live with the transformations of the natural 
world caused by human activity, and that the boundary between the natural and the artificial is 
permanently blurred:  
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Whatever the weather outside your window today—calm or storm, warm or cold—is the 
result of this new coproduction between ourselves and the forces of Nature. We may call this 
new construction a post-natural climate or a “different paradigm of naturalness” (Yearley 
2006). But whatever we call it we cannot return to living with a simply natural climate. 
Climate is subject to the “hot breath of humanity”—to use novelist Ian McEwan’s 
memorable phrase—just as are forests, rivers and seas, and just as are creatures, microbes, 
and nanoparticles. […] It is as irrelevant as it is impossible to find the invisible fault line 
between natural and artificial climate, between natural and artificial weather. We are now 
and forever the cocreators of our new hybrid climates. 
 
As it is, a very small part of nature, if at all, on our planet (and slighty beyond in the case of 
spacial pollution, or ‘space junk’) remains untouched by human intervention including 
technology and pollution. In this sense, we already live in a post-natural world. Consider not only 
our changing climate, but also the very composition of our atmosphere that has been altered by 
air pollution, the ground and waters, which are contaminated with hundreds of chemical 
pollutants (mainly due to the dumping of industrial toxic waste, domestic and industrial waste 
water, and the hydraulic fracturing or “fracking” industry), many of which are endocrine 
disruptors that interfere with the hormone system of living organisms, including human beings, 
and many of which we are still ignorant about or ignore in terms of their long-term consequences; 
not to mention the numerous genetically modified organisms that grow in our farm fields. Indeed, 
the race for profit that is commonly called ‘progress’ has transformed, and will continue to 
transform, our planet and our bodies. In this sense, what is unfamiliar and imaginative about the 
hybrid novums in Watts’ trilogy is not that they are post-natural, but that they are simply post-
natural to a greater degree. The resultant estrangement or distance it creates can push us, as 
readers, to adjust our vision of nature and rethink how the concept of the natural is presented in 
our culture. It can also help us to reflect upon how we deal with the transformations of nature 
taking place right now.  
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Chapter Three: Estrangement, the Death of Nature, and Post-Apocalyptic 
Aesthetics: Cormac McCarthy’s The Road as Ecodystopian Science Fiction 
Cormac McCarthy’s novel The Road is a post-apocalyptic narrative in which death, 
desolation and horror are so overwhelming, and hope and beauty so sparse, that it may be an 
uncomfortable read for some readers. The world described in the novel is extremely bleak, and 
the events witnessed are nothing but a series of hardships. While there are several moments of 
indirect discourse, or stream-of-consciousness, the predominant point of view is limited 
omniscient, and the latter’s narratorial focus, predominantly through the filter or lens of the 
father, is likely to intensify the reader’s sense of despair. Nevertheless, no matter what point of 
view is used, the scenes depicted remain grim and sometimes horrific. 
Paying close attention to the representation of nature and to the physical setting in The 
Road, it becomes obvious that the descriptions of destroyed environments, of the rare remnants of 
flora and fauna, and the absence of life play a central role in the narrative and in generating the 
overall bleakness that dominates it. In this ecodystopian novel, nature is represented as dead, 
almost completely destroyed, as something belonging to the past. The natural world as it once 
was, alive, balanced, beautiful, is nonetheless present in the narrative via the unnamed man’s 
dreams and memories, which contrast considerably with the prevailingly bleak, ashen landscape. 
The transformed environments and the death of nature are the main physical novelties and forms 
of estrangement in The Road. In other words, they are what make the novel’s heterocosm 
radically different from the world of the reader. 
The descriptions of its post-apocalyptic world and the emphasis put upon the death of 
flora and fauna create estrangement by defamiliarizing the landscape; they make the world alien 
and create instances of diegetic estrangement. Indeed, the end of civilization, combined with the 
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total absence of flora and fauna, has caused mass starvation and rampant cannibalism that 
makes the world a dangerous place, and changes the way humans relate to one another and to 
their radically transformed environments.  
In the following analysis, with the help of the concepts defined and explained in Chapter 
One, I will take an in-depth look at how nature and physical settings are represented in Cormac 
McCarthy’s novel The Road. First, I will take a look at the descriptions of nature as something 
destroyed, dead, a thing of the past. I will note the presence and the important role of post-
apocalyptic imagery in the descriptions of nature and landscape in the novel, and how the 
physical world is synonymous with death and devastation. We will see that while post-
apocalyptic imagery is omnipresent throughout the novel, the death of flora and fauna is 
particularly underlined and powerfully dramatizes the main protagonist’s tragic sense of the end 
of the natural world. Indeed, nature, especially fauna, is almost exclusively described in terms of 
absences. I will also look at some instances of diegetic estrangement in which the estranged ways 
that the characters relate to their environment, and hence to one another, are also defamiliarizing 
for the reader as they are based upon new phenomena, codes and meanings. Finally, I will discuss 
how the past and present are juxtaposed in the narrative and what it means for the novel’s overall 
representation of nature. 
I will show that nature is represented as radically transformed, namely as almost 
completely dead and destroyed on a continental scale—and most likely a global one—in 
defamiliarizing ways, and that its transformation is justified by an ambiguous, yet a seemingly 
plausible novum. Furthermore, because nature is mourned and represented as something precious 
and beautiful that can be lost, something essential to human’s survival and well-being, I will 
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argue that, without being an environmentalist novel in the strict sense, The Road definitely 
presents profound ecological concerns. 
1. Synopsis 
An unnamed father and his young son undertake a journey for survival in the charred 
landscape of what used to be the United States of America. Leaving the shelter of their house, 
they travel by foot, pushing a shopping cart that contains all their possessions, towards the south 
in order to escape the lethal winter cold. The exact cause of the apocalyptic events remains 
unknown, but there are several mentions of firestorms and the results are visible: everything is 
burned and covered with ash, there are corpses all around, and darkness and silence have replaced 
light and life. There have been and there still are major firestorms, civilization has collapsed, and 
violence and cannibalism are rampant.  
During their journey, the boy, being born after the apocalyptic events, asks a lot of 
questions to his father about the world. The boy is curious but mainly afraid and in constant 
search of a moral understanding of their situation. The man answers the boy’s questions, and tells 
him stories about the past, which he recalls with pain and nostalgia. The man, who is sick and 
whose chronic coughing becomes more and more prevalent as the narrative progresses, also tries 
to teach his son as much as possible before he dies. They manage to survive the cold and 
starvation, to escape cannibals more than once, and they reach their goal of the Pacific seashore. 
However, what they find is more of the same: bird skeletons, ash, a derelict boat, and a sea that is 
as deceptively gray as the rest of theworld. Near the end of the narrative, soon after they reach the 
beach, the father dies, leaving his orphan boy with some survival knowledge, stories, beliefs, and 
a gun. Departing from the beach, the boy meets a man who tells him that he should go with him 
and his group if he wants to survive. The boy asks the man if he is “one of the good guys”, and if 
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he has children, and the man answers in the affirmative (283). Hoping to finally meet other 
children, and having no other options, the boy agrees to follow the stranger. 
2. The Novum: A World Burned to Ashes 
The singular novum in The Road is that a catastrophic event, or a series of catastrophic 
events, which include major fires or firestorms, have caused the collapse of civilization and the 
almost complete extinction of flora, fauna, and even human beings. The exact cause of the 
general catastrophe is not mentioned, but the consequences are consistent with plausible 
explanations such as a nuclear war, a cosmological event, or a global geological phenomenon. 
According to Csicsery-Ronay, Jr., “sf novums tend to fall into certain classes that we 
might as well call archetypes”, archetypes that can be divided into two categories: the “ plausible 
extension of what is known and fantastic extensions that would require new concepts” (61). The 
novum in The Road is one of the archetypes identified by Csicsery-Ronay, Jr., and it corresponds 
to what he labels as “world catastrophe” and falls into the category of the “plausible extension of 
what is known” since the contemporary possibility of a world catastrophe remains high and the 
possible causes numerous (61). Moreover, the general public awareness of global risks associated 
with nuclear proliferation, climate change, geological instability, cosmological dangers and the 
like is higher than ever before. 
As was mentioned before, Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. explains that “[e]ach sf novum is a 
compound of at least two different kinds of radical change”: a “ physical-material novelty” and 
“an ethical novelty”, and the physical novelty usually is made manifest before the ethical novelty 
(56). In McCarthy’s novel, the physical-material novelty is the overall destruction by which the 
firestorms have deprived most people of shelter and food, and hence laid the basis for the 
subsequent cannibalism and violence, which is the ethical novelty. At the core of the world 
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McCarthy presents in The Road is the destruction of our physical world, and the death of 
nature: the novel dramatically asks what might happen if much of the natural environment were 
burned away and deprived of sufficient sunlight, when there would be virtually no more food, no 
more animals to hunt, no more vegetation to gather for sustenance, no more electricity, and no 
guarantee of help. The Road’s answer is violence, despair, death, and cannibalism, but also hope 
and compassion as personified by the young boy who insists throughout the narrative on seeking 
out, trusting and helping other human beings. 
The novum and its consequences, namely the ambiguous apocalyptic events, the ensuing 
collapse of civilization, and the destruction of the natural world have also divided time into a 
‘before’ and an ‘after’; the past world evoked throughout the novel is the one we know and are 
familiar with: a world where there are still trout in the rivers and birds flying in a sky that is still 
blue. The transformed world described in the novel is a hostile, desolate environment on all 
levels. In the next section, we will look in more detail at how this post-catastrophe world is 
portrayed, and to what effect. 
3. Portrait of a Desolate World: Post-apocalyptic Imagery and the Death of Nature 
In The Road, estrangement is largely created by the presentation of a world in which the 
physical environment has been transformed by mass destruction and is thus defamiliarized for the 
reader. Indeed, the mysterious catastrophic events have physically transformed the North 
American landscape into a “desolate country”; there are charred trees, rusting cars, derelict 
buildings, and ash everywhere, and the clues are sufficient in number to guess the situation to be 
global (17). Although there is no direct mention of a specific location in the novel, various clues 
indicate that the story takes place in the Unites States. In a short comment on McCarthy’s The 
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Road in the Appalachian Journal, Harold Branam, discerningly recognizes and points out 
familiar landmarks, and identifies some of the unspecified settings of the novel: 
[…] those of us from what once was East Tennessee can recognize some familiar ground a 
little too close to home. It begins about where I was born, Campbell County, then comes 
down Interstate 75, past an old barn’s rooftop sign saying “See Rock City,” and takes a little 
off-road jog to Norris Dam, still standing. The road soon enters Knoxville via that awful 
intersection everybody hates, but no speed traps this time, only grim stacks of desiccated 
corpses, plus a visit to (inside joke) [McCarthy’s] childhood home. Next it’s eastward to 
Gatlinburg and the Smokies (they’re still burning: another inside joke?), up to Newfound 
Gap, and down the other side along what was a fine trout stream, the Oconaluftee. The 
trout—a symbol on which the novel ends—are no longer there, nor are the Cherokees, who 
warned us to love the earth as ourselves. Beauty in the novel is everything that’s gone (125).  
Like the “trout” and “beauty”, most elements of the natural world are present as absences in The 
Road.  Indeed, the post-apocalyptic world of McCarthy’s novel is portrayed either through 
descriptions of altered remnants of the past—dead forests, rotting or emptied tin goods—, or 
allusions to what is absent—mostly life, flora, fauna, light, and colors.  
The setting is strongly characterized by the silence and the void left by the absence of life; 
the country is characterized by the narration as “ Barren, silent, godless” (3). It is reiterated 
throughout the novel that there is “No sign of life” (21). This sense of nothingness is heightened 
by the pared down, minimalist style and diction of the text; the narrative is built of fragments and 
short sentences, monosyllabic words, and repetitions. In the following passage, the father looks at 
the landscape lying before them and tries to discern the presence of life, but there is almost 
nothing to see besides dead trees: 
Everything paling away into the murk. The soft ash blowing in the loose swirls over the 
blacktop. He studied what he could see. The segments of road down there among the dead 
trees. Looking for anything of color. Any movement (4). 
 
But there is no color and it is repeated several times throughout the novel that there is no 
movement: “Nothing moved in that world” (31). There are “No tracks in the road, nothing living 
anywhere” (29). The absence of tracks on the snow and ash-covered ground is also mentioned 
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frequently: the country is “Dark and black and trackless” (202). These recurring references to 
the absence of “tracks” and of “movement” stress the fact that both humans and animals are 
almost all gone or dead. In fact, the absence of animals, their implied extinction, is particularly 
underlined throughout the narrative. For example, when the father mentions crows, his son then 
asks:  
There’s not any crows. Are there? 
No. 
Just in books.  
Yes. Just in books (158). 
 
In another passage, the boy asks his father: “Do you think there could be fish in the lake?” to 
which the father answers: “No. There’s nothing in the lake” (20). Later, when they finally reach 
the seashore there are no “[n]o gulls or shorebirds” and it is described as “Cold. Desolate. 
Birdless” (220, 215). Through repetition, emphasis is put on the birdless sky and the fishless 
lakes and rivers. In this bleak world, animals only exist in books and in the memory of those old 
enough to remember the old world. At various points in the narrative, the father remembers birds 
and fish, he recalls going fishing in his childhood, and many years later seeing the last flocks of 
birds fleeing in the weeks following the apocalyptic events, but the boy is too young to have such 
memories and may never see a fish or a bird in his lifetime. Fauna is thus represented as absent 
from the narrative’s post-apocalyptic world, as extinct, and therefore as belonging to the past. 
As the following examples indicate, the descriptions of the physical world in the The Road 
are rich in post-apocalyptic imagery. Most of the time, the principle characters are on the road 
dead woods surround them, or they hide and camp in what is left of the “woods”. Therefore, a lot 
of the descriptions of landscape are of the road and the surrounding dead forests: “Charred and 
limbless trunks of trees stretching away on every side. Ash moving over the road and the sagging 
hands of blind wire strung from the blackened lightpoles whining thinly in the wind” (8). 
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Wherever they go, devastation is omnipresent. Everything is in ruins and dead trees are a constant 
in these descriptions: 
They’d begun to come upon dead windfalls of pine trees, great swaths of ruin cut through 
the countryside. The wreckage of buildings strewn over the landscape and skeins of wire 
from the roadside poles garbled like knitting. The road was littered with debris and it was 
work to get the cart through (274). 
 
If we find the characters mostly in the woods, the countryside, or walking along some 
countryside road, as they get towards the end of their journey they nevertheless briefly glimpse 
“the mudstained shapes of flooded cities burned to the waterline” (261). The father and his son 
enter a city area on only one occasion and it is described as “mostly burned”; there are “Cars in 
the street caked with ash, everything covered with ash and dust. Fossil tracks in the dried sludge. 
A corpse in a doorway dried to leather” (12). The physical world is relentlessly characterized by 
death and devastation. There are numerous mentions of “The mummied dead everywhere” and 
“The bones of dead creatures” (177), while great emphasis is put upon the dead trees and the 
dead flora. References to “the barren woodland” (16) abound: “… everything dead to the root 
along the barren bottomlands”; “[o]n the hillsides old crops dead and flattened. The barren 
ridgeline trees raw and black in the rain” (21). Arriving at the top of a hill the father sees “Burnt 
forests for miles along the slopes” (31).  
The descriptions of the settings in The Road are dominated by other motifs as well, such 
as darkness, the color gray, and the ash. In his article “The End of the Road: Pastoralism and the 
Post-Apocalyptic Waste Land of Cormac McCarthy’s The Road”, Tim Edwards remarks that “On 
one level, […] McCarthy’s landscape resists interpretation, for the landscape itself is largely 
mute, darkened, clouded, its color palette stripped of beauty and diversity and reduced to 
variations of gray” (56). However, as he remarks further, “the opening sequence of the narrative 
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establishes several image motifs that return in one form or another throughout the novel” (57). 
He identifies “darkness” as one of those image motifs. Indeed, everything is dark in the world of 
The Road. It is “a colorless world” (116) in which the nights are of a “starless dark”: “Nights dark 
beyond darkness and the days more gray each one than what had gone before. Like the onset of 
some cold glaucoma dimming away the world” (3). That it is not a temporary situation is implied 
frequently. For instance, it is repeated throughout the book that the sun and the moon cannot be 
seen anymore because of a dark and thick overcast, leaving the earth in unusual cold and 
darkness: “Dark of the invisible moon. The nights now only slightly less black. By day the 
banished sun circles the earth like a grieving mother with a lamp” (32). Again, the physical world 
is largely portrayed in terms of what is missing from it: the sun, daylight, and colors. Indeed, 
contributing to the overall darkness that dominates the physical world of the narrative is the 
absence of color and what can be identified as another image motif, the color gray. As the 
following examples show, the physical world is now invariably gray: “the days more gray each 
one than what had gone before”, “the gray light” (4), “the still gray serpentine of a river” (6), “the 
long gray dusks, the long gray dawns” (7), “the gray country and the gray sky” (204), “the gray 
ice” (18), “the graying landscape” (98), and as they finally arrive at their destination of the ocean 
all they find is “the flat gray coast” (271), and “the gray sea” (276). Even the snow turns gray as 
soon as it settles on the ground: “The new snow lay in skifts all through the woods, along the 
limbs and cupped in the leaves, all of it already gray with ash” (76). These are just a few 
examples, but the color “gray” can be found on almost every page to characterize nearly 
everything that is described. 
One of the reasons why everything is gray is indeed because of the overwhelming 
presence of ash in the air and in the water; there is so much “Dust and ash everywhere” that the 
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man and the boy have to wear masks to filter the air they breathe as much as possible (7). 
References to “the ashen overcast” (102) and “the eternal ash” (80) emphasize its overpowering 
presence. It dominates the whole environment, be it “…the ashen daylight” (5) or “the ashen 
scabland” (16). It is in the water and by the roadside: “The wet gray flakes twisting and falling 
out of nothing. Gray slush by the roadside. Black water running from under the sodden drifts of 
ash” (16). The water and the snow turn black as the ash keeps falling from the sky and swirling in 
the air, darkening everything: “The ash fell on the snow till it was all but black” (33).  
These elements—the darkness, the absence of color, the color gray, and the ash—are 
apparently the result of the massive burning of the land and practically everything on it; 
presumably as endless forests and buildings went up in flames, a great quantity of ash was 
created, causing the formation of a thick ashen overcast that prevents the sun from reaching the 
earth, and keeps the atmosphere under an endless canopy of clouds in cold and darkness. 
Moreover, what the fire has not blackened, the ash recovers, creating a colorless or gray 
environment, and thus forging a homogeneous, dreary landscape. Thus, whether in the 
countryside or the city, on the road or in the forest, the landscape is absolutely post-apocalyptic, 
and the overall aesthetics of McCarthy’s novel is archetypal of the classic post-apocalyptic work. 
3.1 “I’m sorry it’s not blue”: The Bleak Sea and the Grim Shore 
Towards the end of the novel, the father and his son reach the seashore, and what they 
find is simply more desolation. The boy is disappointed because he expected it to be blue like it is 
on the worn out map his father has been carrying around but it is gray like everything else (215). 
For the father who, unlike his son, had already seen the ocean and experienced the seashore, it is 
completely different from what it used to be. In fact, the description of the sea and the beach 
reflects the overall devastation and bleakness that prevail throughout the narrative, and 
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encompasses all of the features identified previously. The beach and the ocean are gray and 
lifeless: “No gulls or shorebirds” (220). On the beach are scattered derelict objects of the past, 
“Charred and senseless artifacts strewn down the shoreline or rolling in the surf” (220), and the 
bones of animals: “the saltbleached ribcages of what may have been cattle” (216). The following 
passage also underlines the absence of life: “Long curve of beach beyond. Gray as lava sand. The 
wind coming off the water smelled faintly of iodine. That was all. There was no sea smell to it. 
On the rocks the remnants of some dark seamoss” (221). For the father, who can recall what the 
sea smelled like, “There [is] no sea smell to it”, and it smells only of salt because there are no 
more fish, crabs, or any life at all. The father wonders if “there could be deathships out there yet, 
drifting with their lolling rags of sails. Or life in the deep. Great squid propelling themselves over 
the floor of the sea in the cold darkness” (218). Maybe somewhere in the deep sea some life 
forms could still be alive, but closer to the surface the probability is extremely low as the food 
chain is broken and the diverse ecosystems destroyed. Undoubtedly, all life forms closer to the 
shore and on land, aside from the few remaining humans, have perished: “The bones of seabirds. 
At the tide line a woven mat of weeds and the ribs of fishes in their millions stretching along the 
shore as far as eye could see like an isocline of death. One vast salt sepulchre. Senseless. 
Senseless” (222). 
Again, nature is represented as dead and so emphasis is put on the remains of flora and 
fauna. References to death, especially dead vegetation, and to desolation are abundant: “The dead 
grass trashed softly. Out there a gray desolation. The endless seacrawl” (221), “the dead gray 
sand” (219), “the bleak sea” (215), “the dead weeds” (237), and “In the shallows beyond the 
breakwater an ancient corpse rising and falling among the driftwood” (236). 
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If the landscape is constantly defamiliarized as alien, in the following portrait of the 
seashore and the sea, when the man and his son first glimpse them from the road, they are 
explicitly compared to an alien world: 
Out there was the gray beach with the slow combers rolling dull and leaden and the distant 
sound of it. Like the desolation of some alien sea breaking on the shores of a world unheard 
of. Out on the tidal flats lay a tanker half careened. Beyond that the ocean vast and cold and 
shifting heavily like a slowly heaving vat of slag and then the gray squall line of ash. He 
looked at the boy. He could see the disappointment in his face. I’m sorry it’s not blue, he 
said. That’s okay, said the boy (215). 
 
Although the narrative is set on Earth, in North America, the sea and the seashore, like the rest of 
the natural world, are so defigured and transformed by apocalyptic devastation that they are made 
“alien”, and sound as if they are from “a world unheard of”, and are thus powerfully 
defamiliarized for the reader. This defamiliarization of such a vast, essential part of nature plays a 
significant role in the novel’s overall estrangement effect. Like outer space in other works of sf, 
or the deep sea and the post-natural environment in the Rifters Trilogy, the defamiliarized 
landscape in The Road situates the reader in strange territory. However, instead of taking the 
reader far into outer space or deep into the ocean, the narrative transforms once familiar 
environments into places that are disturbingly otherworldly. Moreover, the disappointment felt by 
the boy when confronted by the gray, dead ocean reinforces the idea that something absolutely 
precious has been lost, namely nature, its beauty, and the organic balance of the natural order. 
Finally, the fact that the vast ocean is barren and desolate indicates that the damage may not be 
limited to the North American continent, but rather be global and the biosphere beyond repair, 
exacerbating the extent of the sense of despair for the main characters and the reader. 
3.2 Diegetic Estrangement: The Fear of Houses 
If in The Road, estrangement is created by the radical transformation of the physical world 
and the defamiliarization of nature, it is also generated by diegetic estrangement. In this novel, 
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instances of diegetic estrangement are mostly created by the transformed relationship between 
the characters and their environment. For example, the social world of The Road is one of 
constant violence, in which starvation has made cannibalism rampant. Cannibals are a constant 
threat that prevents the father and his son from taking refuge in houses. They most often hide and 
sleep in the dead woods, which are safer than towns, farms or houses where the cannibals can 
find, surround and catch them easily. It creates an ironic reversal between what used to be 
conventionally considered as a site of safety and what is safe in the time present of the novel, 
between the culturally ancient fear of the woods and the safety of the site of the hearth. The 
young boy is afraid of houses and reluctantly enters them to follow his father in search of food. 
He is not scared of the houses simply because they are derelict, he never experienced houses 
before the apocalyptic events, but because they are often the place where cannibals live, or catch 
you, where rotten corpses and other horrors are found: “In the livingroom the bones of small 
animals dismembered and placed in a pile. Possibly a cat. A glass tumbler by the door. The boy 
gripped his [father’s] hand (26). The post-apocalyptic context has changed what a house 
represents and justifies the boy’s fear. 
There are many instances in the narrative in which the father and his son are arriving near 
a house and the boy does not want to enter it and wants to leave because he is afraid. For 
example, when they arrive at the man’s childhood home, the boy asks his father:  
What is this place, Papa? 
It’s the house where I grew up. 
[…] 
Are we going in? 
Why not? 
I’m scared. 
Dont [sic] you want to see where I used to live? 
No. 
It’ll be okay. 
There could be somebody here.  
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I dont [sic] think so.  
But suppose there is (25)? 
 
The boy is afraid of people because most of the time they are dangerous cannibals or desperate 
people. The father, who has intimate memories of the house and knowledge of the world before 
the catastrophe, is clearly attracted to the idea of entering it, but even though the house implicitly 
nostalgically represents comfort and safety for the father, for the boy it can only scream danger, 
fear and death. Later in the narrative, they come upon what seems a completely abandonned 
house and the father wants to look inside for food because they are starving, but even then, the 
boy still does not want to go: 
We have to take a look. We have no choice.  
I dont [sic] want to. 
We havent [sic] eaten in days. 
I’m not hungry. 
No, you’re starving. 
I dont [sic] want to go there Papa. 
There’s no one there. I promise (203). 
 
The father convinces the boy to enter the house, but the boy will not sleep in the house: 
Come on. We’ll take a quick look. Before it gets too dark. If we secure the area then maybe 
we can have a fire. 
But we wont [sic] stay in the house will we? 
We dont [sic] have to stay in the house. 
Okay (205). 
 
Throughout the narrative, instead of seeing houses as dwelling places, as places of refuge, we are 
forced to see them as dangerous places. Consequently, the father and his son have to sleep in the 
cold damp woods, without much heat, and virtually no comforts at all because of the omnipresent 
dangers. 
4. Juxtaposition of the Past and Present: Memories of Nature, and the Sense of Loss 
Despite the post-apocalyptic bleakness of the novel, nature as it once was, alive and 
healthy, is present in the narrative, but only in the dreams and memories of the father and in the 
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vignette that ends the novel. While for the boy the landscapes are new and registered for the 
first time, for the father who remembers the old world, everything is defamiliarized. We glimpse 
the old familiar world through the father’s dreams and memories that McCarthy has scattered 
throughout the narrative. Contrasting with the darkness and death that reign in the present, the 
man’s dreams are filled with colors, and lively flora and fauna: 
He dreamt of walking in a flowering wood where birds flew before them he and the child 
and the sky was aching blue but he was learning how to wake himself from just such siren 
worlds. Lying there in the dark with the uncanny taste of a peach from some phantom 
orchard fading in his mouth. He thought if he lived long enough the world at last would all 
be lost. Like the dying world the newly blind inhabit, all of it slowly fading from memory 
(18). 
 
The man dreams of a luxuriant forest, and of birds flying in the blue sky. His memories, like the 
“uncanny taste” of the peach, are tormenting him because he knows he will never live in “such 
siren worlds” again. He knows that both the peach and his memory are fleeting and fading and 
that eventually the past world will die forever.  
The contrast between the past and the present is also accentuated in the film adaptation of 
The Road: the dreams and memories of the father are presented as colourful flashbacks 
contrasting with the bleak and uniformly gray present. Indeed, while the world of The Road is 
consistently dark and colorless, the scenes in which the memories of the man are presented offer 
green leaves, vivid pink flowers, and an overall very saturated color palette. This sharp contrast is 
also present in the text, although in a more subtle way, as colors are evoked only through the 
descriptions of the father’s dreams and memories. In the man’s dreams, “The vanished world 
returned” (187) and “In the nights sometimes now he’d wake in the black and freezing waste out 
of softly colored worlds of human love, the songs of birds, the sun” (272). The man also dreams 
of his wife and “In dreams his pale bride came to him out of a green and leafy canopy” (18). 
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Flora and fauna keep coming back in the man’s “Rich dreams”, as does the sun, the sky, and 
colors: “Things no longer known to the world” (131).  
As Tim Edwards puts it in his article, what McCarthy’s novel accomplishes is “ a 
juxtaposing of a seemingly Edenic past with a clearly hellish present” and this juxtaposition is 
mainly created by “the memories and dreams that haunt the unnamed man in McCarthy’s novel”, 
which are, still according to Edwards, “pastoral, even romantic or transcendental” (58). Indeed, 
the father keeps dreaming and recalling flying birds, a falcon in the mountain, the light of the sun, 
the blue sky, the fish, lakes, rivers, his uncle’s farm, and the forest. As the following examples 
show, his memories are thoroughly haunted by nature as it once was, and trout in particular keep 
coming back: “He stood on a stone bridge where the waters slurried into a pool and turned slowly 
in a gray foam. Where once he’d watch trout swaying in the current, tracking their perfect 
shadows on the stones beneath” (30). And again in this passage: “He’d stood at such a river once 
and watched the flash of trout deep in a pool, invisible to see in the teacolored water except as 
they turned on their sides to feed. Reflecting back the sun deep in the darkness like a flash of 
knives in a cave” (41). Since trout are extremely susceptible to pollution and cannot live in 
unclean water, the numerous allusions to these freshwater fish and their absence can be 
understood as a symbol of what has been lost and of the overall ecological disaster portrayed in 
the novel. The man also recalls the last time he heard birds in the years following the apocalyptic 
events: “Once in those early years he’d wakened in a barren wood and lay listening to flocks of 
migratory birds overhead in that bitter dark” (53). Now there are no more birds and no more 
trout. The juxtaposition of the man’s dreams and memories with the descriptions of the silent, 
desolate, and barren landscape bring the focus back to the lost fauna and the narrative’s 
ecodystopian dimension. 
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Other journal articles analyzing McCarthy’s novel also mention the juxtaposition of the 
past and present. In her article “‘The World He’d Lost’: Geography and ‘Green’ Memory in 
Cormac McCarthy’s The Road”, Laura Gruber Godfrey examines how the “composite 
geography” of the novel transforms “geographical and emotional meaning” (163). She makes an 
apt analogy, comparing the memories of the father to a palimpsest:  
Disaster and ruin have scraped the landscape of The Road nearly bare of any former code or 
meanings, the old geography is written over with a new and horrific “narrative”. In this 
alien world, the father’s geographical memories are like those faint lines of text in a 
palimpsest that show through beneath the newer inscriptions (164). 
 
Indeed, although the world of The Road is mostly a devastated version of the old world, it is not 
devoid of “newer inscriptions”. For example, the widespread cannibalism that characterizes the 
post-apocalyptic world of the novel is a phenomenon that generates new codes and meanings as it 
transforms the ways in which humans relate to environments and to each other. As the behaviour 
of the young boy and his fear of houses exemplify, a house is now a synonym for danger, not 
safety or shelter, in the same way in which other human beings are mostly to be feared because 
they are more likely to want to eat or rob you than to help you. While the boy mainly experiences 
the world through these new meanings, the father has a double perspective: he recognizes a gas 
station, a telephone, an orchard, and the house where he grew up, and not only sees the derelict 
objects and places as they have become, but remembers them as they once were and, according to 
Gruber Godfrey, “it is these memories—in combination with McCarthy’s own culturally 
weighted landscape details—that help create a layered and complex geography out of 
postapocalyptic nothingness” (165).  
In fact, the juxtaposition of elements from the old world and the new one is, as she points 
out, present throughout the narrative not only in the father’s memories but also in “landscape 
details”. For example, the concept of a palimpsest is mentioned explicitly in the text, when along 
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the road, near the entrance of a town, warnings of the dangers of entering the town have been 
written on a derelict billboard creating “a pale palimpsest of advertisements for goods which no 
longer existed” (127). Another example is when the man and his son are passing by what once 
was an orchard: 
They followed a stone wall past the remains of an orchard. The trees in their ordered rows 
gnarled and black and the fallen limbs thick on the ground. He stopped and looked across 
the fields. Wind in the east. The soft ash moving in the furrows. Stopping. Moving again. 
He’d seen it all before. Shapes of dried blood in the stubble grass and gray coils of viscera 
where the slain had been field-dressed and hauled away. The wall beyond held a frieze of 
human heads, all faced alike, dried and caved with their taut grins and shrunken eyes (90). 
 
In this scene, a contrasting effect is created as the “remains of an orchard”, remnants of nature as 
it once was, are juxtaposed with the remains of the horror of inhuman violence and cannibalism. 
Furthermore, as Gruber Godfrey points out, “McCarthy is also evoking a startling sense of loss of 
the former world” by “[Choosing] to locate the horrific scene in, of all places, an abandoned 
orchard, in a place that once could have easily (in the former world) been read as a symbolic, 
ordered landscape of fertility, abundance, harvest, and pastoral peace” (171). The symbolic clash 
between the orchard and this “tableau of the slain” is an outstanding example of the novels 
ecodystopian juxtaposition of the past and present, life and death, nature and desolation, beauty 
and horror. It also contributes to the “sense of loss” mentioned by Gruber Godfrey. As she 
explains further, “There is no mistaking that the old geography of the lost, greener world is 
revered and mourned in the novel. McCarthy is not ambiguous or subtle in setting up a 
dichotomy between ‘then’ and ‘now’” (171). Although Gruber Godfrey consistently uses the 
word “geography”, she also often refers to nature. Indeed, the “greener world” that is mourned in 
the novel is the natural world, which is mostly represented in The Road in two contrasting 
manners: on the one hand, there is the live, healthy, colourful nature of the past as the father 
recollects it, and on the other hand, there is the post-natural reality. Furthermore, the memories 
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and dreams of the father not only contrast with the charred landscape, but also underline the 
sense of loss. While the landscape seems alien because it is in ruins, because everything is 
charred, gray, and transformed in one way or another, it is also estranged because there are things 
that are not there anymore. Among those missing things, the absence of live flora and fauna, as 
we have seen, is particularly stressed. 
The father and his son also personify the tragic juxtaposition of the past and the present. 
The father constantly has memories and dreams of the past world, of how he is rooted in, 
understands, and prefers the old ways and codes. He has a completely different worldview from 
his son who was born in the post-apocalyptic world and who knows little other than what his 
father tells him: “Sometimes the child would ask him questions about the world that for him was 
not even a memory” (53). The young boy therefore understands and experiences the world by 
relying mostly on the newer codes and meanings. Nonetheless, the boy’s understanding of the 
world and his expectations are also influenced by what his father tells and shows to him, though 
they mostly have to do with things from the past. For example, his father reads books to him in 
which birds are mentioned or displayed, he shows him maps on which the ocean is blue, and tells 
stories and facts about the past. The boy is therefore disappointed to discover that the ocean is not 
blue anymore and that there are no more birds. Without the books, the map, and his father’s 
memories, nature as it once was simply would not exist for the boy. He becomes aware of the 
absences, of the loss only because of his father stories. Nevertheless, their worldviews are so far 
apart that it creates a distance between them and the man considers that “Maybe he understood 
for the first time that to the boy he was himself an alien. A being from a planet that no longer 
existed” (153). Indeed the world as it was before continues to recede further and further away 
into oblivion: “The world shrinking down about a raw core of parsible entities. The name of 
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things slowly following those things into oblivion. Colors. The names of birds. Things to eat” 
(88). Gruber Godfrey points out that “Even the most basic colloquial phrases related to 
geography, have lost their meaning and divide the father and the son” (170). She mentions the 
following example, in which the father leaves to collect more wood for the fire and says to his 
son “I’ll be in the neighborhood. Okay?” to which the boy replies, “Where’s the neighborhood?” 
(95). This is only one example of the many instances in which the boy is confused because the 
old world, with its social and linguistic codes and meanings, is unknown to him and therefore 
more strange than the desolate one. 
4.1 The Road’s Ending and What “could not be put back” 
Besides the memories and dreams of the father, the lost natural world can finally be 
glimpsed again in the vignette that ends the novel. Standing outside the narrative once the father 
is dead, this final passage emphasizes the idea that nature belongs to the past and is lost forever: 
Once there were trout in the streams in the mountains. You could see them standing in the 
amber current where the white edges of their fins wimpled softly in the flow. They smelled 
of moss in your hand. Polished and muscular and torsional. On their backs were 
vermiculate patterns that were maps of the world in its becoming. Maps and mazes. Of a 
thing which could not be put back. Not be made right again. In the deep glens where they 
lived all things were older than man and they hummed of mystery (286). 
 
As it closes the novel, this mention of what could “Not be made right again”, namely nature, its 
equilibrium, and its beauty, gives more weight to the sense of loss present throughout the novel. 
It symbolically synthesizes the novel’s recurrent estranging representation of nature as absences, 
desolate landscapes, and pathetic remnants of the natural world, succinctly juxtaposing the 
gravity of the post-apocalyptic chasm between the past and present worlds. 
In his article “A World Thoroughly Unmade: McCarthy’s Conclusion to The Road”, 
Kenneth K. Brandt remarks that 
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The vignette that concludes Cormac McCarthy’s The Road presents an organic bath of 
fertile, vital imagery that emerges in striking opposition to the smoldering, depraved world 
depicted throughout the novel. […] [T]his final ensemble of images may seem a peculiar 
departure from the novel’s principal narrative, but the perspectival shift here to a panoramic 
viewpoint affirms what has been so searingly absent from the novel: humanity’s essential 
need to exist in concert with functioning ecosystems (63). 
 
Indeed, the final passage conveys not only the absence of life, flora, and fauna, but also the 
broken relationship between humans and the natural world: 
McCarthy’s concluding passage spotlights a web of environmental interrelationships and 
presents a contrapuntal arrangement of images that implicitly conveys the totality of 
humanity’s dependence on ecological stability (Brandt 66). 
 
Furthermore, because it closes the novel and is placed outside the narrative, it gives more weight 
to the ecological concern that was implicit all along: that humans need nature, that it is precious 
and can be lost. As Brandt states further, this “final passage […] undeniably directs the reader’s 
attention toward the fragility of the natural world” (66). Moreover, he notes that “this section is 
detached from the main narrative, which serves to reinforce the idea that such a scene is 
inaccessible to the novel’s characters” (Brandt 64). The boy’s father is dead, and since nature as 
it once was has been accessible only through his memories, the only place where it can be evoked 
at the end of the novel is indeed outside the main narrative. 
Finally, the closing sequence eradicates any possible ecological hope as the framing 
omniscient narration declares that the natural order “could not be put back. Not be made right 
again.” Gruber Godfrey sums up this idea very well: 
This final passage is haunting in the way McCarthy evokes the natural beauty of the former 
world even as he is telling us we can never have that world back again, a juxtaposition that 
has been his narrative strategy throughout the entire novel (173). 
 
Indeed, as this chapter has explored, not only the memories and images of nature as it once was 
are contrasted with the desolate landscape and extinct flora and fauna of the time present of the 
narrative, but also the two worlds are constantly clashing as the man and his son respectively 
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personify the past and the present. The final passage, which stands outside the main narrative, 
and is therefore independent from both these perspectives, signals that in the end the most 
significant loss in all the devastation and horror is the death and destruction of nature upon which 
human life is absolutely dependent. Thus, while the mention of the absent trout underlines the 
death of fauna that has been a significant element throughout the narrative, the negativized 
allusion to sensory perception, to the fact that the trout cannot be seen, touched, or smelled 
anymore, stresses the fact that not only flora and fauna are extinct, but also that they will not be 
part of human experience anymore; that the connection between humans and nature is broken and 
may be beyond repair. 
5. Conclusion 
In The Road, nature is represented as destroyed, dead and belonging to the past. The 
descriptions of the landscape are rich in post-apocalyptic imagery that is dominated by death and 
devastation as well as by motifs such as darkness, the color gray, and ash. The natural world, 
more specifically flora, fauna, and the environment, are described in three different ways: in 
terms of absences—the sky is “birdless”, the ground is “trackless”, there are no fish in the lakes, 
no life, no movement, the country is desolate and silent—, as dead remnants—dead trees, dead 
vegetation, animal skeletons—, and as memories—nature as it once was, healthy and alive, is 
portrayed through the dreams and memories of the man, and in the vignette that ends the novel. 
The contrast created between the desolation of the present and the green world of the past, the 
nostalgia and grief felt by the man, and the disappointment of the boy at discovering that the sea 
is not blue anymore, reinforce the sense of loss for the natural world and its life–sustaining 
beauty. Whether represented as absences, blackened remnants, or memories, elements of the 
natural world are presented as inaccessible to the characters and ruled out of the human 
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experience forever. Or as the final passage puts it, the natural order is “a thing which could not 
be put back” (286). 
The destruction, absence and death of nature, but also the descriptions of a hostile and 
alien-like environment, to which all of the characters have to adjust, generate defamiliarization 
and diegetic estrangement. While everything about the world described in The Road is 
defamiliarized, emphasis is definitely put upon the transformation of the environment and the 
death of nature. The consequent instances of diegetic estrangement also include the young boy’s 
fear of houses, which testifies strongly to the changed relationship between humans and their 
formally civilized environments.  
At the core of McCarthy’s novel is the destruction of the environment, the death of nature, 
and what it means for human beings to struggle to survive in these conditions. The desolation 
portrayed in The Road is not only a grim version of the world that allows the reader to glimpse its 
imagined horror for entertainment; it is a defamiliarized version of nature, and of the world, that 
estranges the reader from his or her own world and can allow for a fresh perspective on it. In 
short, in McCarthy’s novel, nature is radically transformed and defamiliarized by sf novums. In 
his account of the dialectical relationship of the novum and estrangement in the sf text, Csicsery-
Ronay, Jr. refers to the process as “feedback oscillation”: 
The novum provides a “narrative kernel” from which the sf artist constructs a detailed 
imaginary alternative to reality. This alternative world is a model that readers make 
sense of by constantly, though not always consciously, comparing it with the familiar 
world. […] The novum establishes a distance from which reality can be seen with fresh 
eyes, a distance that the regime enforcing the reader’s consensus reality strives to 
suppress. The sf reader shuttles back and forth over this gap, comparing the imaginary 
model with the ideological one, the process of feedback oscillation that Suvin calls 
cognitive estrangement (Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. 50). 
 
Indeed, the defamiliarized world presented in The Road can trigger a disturbing reader response 
through estrangement, and the potential power of the estrangement effect is to make the reader 
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see his or her world anew. In The Road, estrangement is largely created through the 
defamiliarization of nature and environments, and therefore the reader is potentially seeing nature 
“with fresh eyes”, maybe realizing its current vulnerability, its ecological significance, or simply 
its beauty. 
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Conclusion: Science-Fictional Post-Natural Worlds 
The goal of this thesis was to analyze the representations of nature and environments in 
selected primary works of sf—the Rifters Trilogy by Peter Watts and The Road by Cormac 
McCarthy—in order to see how nature is portrayed and to identify some of the literary and 
critical implications of these representations. As we have seen in the previous chapters, nature is 
presented in the noted texts as hybrid—transformed by human intervention and technology—, as 
sick, dying, destroyed, and as something lost, absent, mourned and fleetingly remembered in 
dreams. These post-natural representations explore the idea that the natural, physical world is 
vulnerable and subject to radical and tragic changes. These narratives also involve reflections on 
the interdependence between human beings and nature, and especially on humans’ responsibility 
in transforming and destroying environments and nature. This is clearly dramatized in the Rifters 
Trilogy, and implied in many ways in The Road, often by the difficult and tragic relationships 
between characters and their post-natural surroundings. At any rate, nature is re-imagined, 
environments are either strange or defamiliarized, and the transformation and destruction of the 
natural, physical world are central to both these works. 
The naturalization of strange environments and the defamiliarization of nature play a 
significant role within these narratives and contribute to the creation of estrangement for readers. 
In other words, the defamiliarized representations of nature and environments in the narratives 
contributes to making the worlds of the stories different from the world of the implied reader, and 
thus makes the readers’ experience of the narratives science fictional. Indeed, the concept of 
estrangement and its potential to make the reader see his or her world anew is at the very heart of 
sf. Accordingly, in the selected works, estrangement is largely created through the 
defamiliarization of nature and physical environments, as well as by the description of already 
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unfamiliar and estranging settings, such as the abyss in the Rifters Trilogy. In both selected 
narratives, because their representations of nature, environments and society are uncommon, or 
defamiliarized, the reader seems to be constantly in alien territory even though the narratives are 
taking place on Earth. In science fiction, estrangement was and often still is created by setting the 
narratives in outer space, in spaceships, and on alien planets. In the primary works discussed in 
this thesis, and in most ecodystopian and post-apocalyptic narratives, estrangement is largely 
created by the defamiliarization of environments on earth, and the ensuing transformations in the 
relationships between humans and their environments, which in turn generates diegetic 
estrangement. 
In the selected narratives nature and known environments are not reproduced; rather they 
are re-imagined and re-contextualized. The sf novums, as defined by Csicsery-Ronay, Jr., are 
what make the worlds of the narratives different from the world the reader is familiar with. The 
novums, such as ßehemoth and radical environmental degradation in the Rifters Trilogy, and the 
catastrophic events causing the massive destruction and burning of the land in The Road, create 
distances between nature and environments as they are known to readers and those presented in 
the narratives. As mentioned earlier, the novums in Watts and McCarthy’s narratives are among 
what Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. identifies as archetypal sf novums or “classic motifs of sf”, such as 
“world catastrophe”, “cyborgs”, “artificial intelligence”, “A-life”, and “genetic modification” 
(Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. 61). As my analyses of the selected texts’ associated examples show, sf 
novums often involve imaginary, or already existing but more developed, technologies and the 
consequent massive devastation of the natural and the human. In keeping with this convention, 
the novums in the Rifters Trilogy and The Road are thematically united around the theme of 
nature, but primarily in terms of dystopian post-natural worlds: they all contribute to the 
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destruction or death of nature, or to its radical transformation (as when ßehemoth causes 
mutation of insects). The novums in the Rifters Trilogy also transgress and explore many 
boundaries between the human, the non-human, and technology, simultaneously presenting a 
world in which the natural cannot be understood as simply the opposite of the artificial. Indeed, 
in his trilogy Watts presents a world in which nature has been damaged considerably and in 
which simple human beings, flora or fauna cannot survive anymore without the intervention of 
technology and biological modification. 
The post-human and post-natural novums in Watts’ trilogy, such as the cyborg rifters, the 
genetically engineered nanobe ßehemoth, the hybrid artificial intelligences called “smart gels”, or 
material like biosteel, challenge the boundaries between the natural and the artificial. The diction 
and personification used in the descriptions of Maelstrom, its artificial wildlife, and the 
destructive, “evolutionary” actions it performs, presents it as a perverse replica of nature. 
Artificial wildlife and virtual ecosystems are presented as digital versions of the natural world 
that imitate evolutionary laws (such as natural selection). This virtual representation of nature 
suggests a post-natural world in which technology has become part of nature or replaces it. 
Indeed, the world of the Rifters Trilogy is a profoundly post-natural one: nature as we know it is 
on the decline, replaced by biotechnological hybrids, engineered mutations of flora and fauna, the 
normalization of artificial life, and the radical transformation of the Earth’s ecosystems by 
ßehemoth, a nanobe that scientists manipulate but are unable, ultimately, to control. The primary 
novum in The Road of the ambiguous catastrophic event or events that cause the death of nature 
and the massive devastation and collapse of society and civilization also creates a post-natural 
world, less in the sense of a hybrid version of nature than in the sense of the world ‘after’ nature. 
Thus, whether they are profoundly altered, hybrid or destroyed, these narratives present post-
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natural and post-human worlds in which nature and environments are defamiliarized and 
estranging due to archetypal sf novums/motifs.  
This said, a post-apocalyptic landscape is not necessarily science fictional; it can be found 
in realist war literature and movies such as Stanley Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket (1987) and 
Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan (1998) for example, in which we can see devastated 
towns, ruins, and burning forests. In these cases, post-apocalyptic scenes are embedded in 
historical contexts such as those of the Vietnam War and World War II—rather than 
contextualized by sf novums and taking place in the future—and feature military vehicles, 
weapons, soldiers, and other war-related elements. However, in Peter Watts’ Rifters Trilogy and 
Cormac McCarthy’s The Road, and in post-apocalyptic sf in general, nature and environments 
have been transformed by technology or devastation on a global scale, and the cause of these 
transformations are not known historical events, nor magical, mythical or fantastic ideas or 
novelties, but naturalized sf novums that have bases in scientific facts and knowledges, and in 
historical technological precedents of the last several decades. 
If the selected primary works share science-fictional representations of nature, and are 
ecodystopian, post-apocalyptic narratives, Watts’ novel Maelstrom, and the remainder of the 
Rifters Trilogy, is very different from McCarthy’s novel, The Road. While The Road is a 
relatively short, implicitly single-novum, narrative in a minimalist style, with an uncomplicated 
narrative arc featuring very few characters, Watts’ trilogy is a lengthy, multinovum narrative with 
a complex narrative arc and numerous characters. Moreover, The Road presents a completely 
devastated world, while in the Rifters Trilogy devastation, although significant, is not as absolute: 
it presents a world in which civilization has not completely fallen (yet), and in which complex 
technologies still play a central role. An on-going intersection of nature and technology is at the 
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heart of Watts’ trilogy, and that is what makes it so different from The Road. In fact, the 
presence of technology and its role in transforming the natural world, the human body, and 
environments, is the main difference between the representation of nature in the Rifters Trilogy 
and in The Road. Indeed, though nature is being destroyed on a global scale in the Rifters 
trilogy—because of anthropogenic pollution, climate change, technologically provoked tsunamis, 
the big quake following the atomic blast on the seabed, and flawed “ecological” containment 
measures—it is nonetheless still very much alive compared to the absolutely barren environments 
and landscapes portrayed in The Road. Watts’ trilogy presents a post-natural world in which 
nature is destroyed, sick, and dying, but also hybrid, mutated and changing. The Road presents a 
post-natural world that is, for all intents and purposes, dead. 
Nonetheless, these works of fiction share similarities in some of the ways they represent 
nature, and in the literary and critical implications of these representations. First, both works 
present radically transformed landscapes and environments. The seriousness and magnitude of 
environmental degredation and destruction is conveyed in both works, while the devastation and 
environmental crises are shown to have superseded old, national, international, political, and 
geographical markers and boundaries. In the Rifters Trilogy, the North American continent has 
been re-organized into three kinds of territories: the enclaves, the environmental refugees camps, 
and the wastes – in order to cope with the environmental crisis and decay. In the Rifters trilogy, 
as in The Road, national identity has become irrelevant, as have the maps and old place names.  
Secondly, both works present post-apocalyptic imagery of dead flora and fauna, with 
particular emphasis on dead trees, empty lakes and rivers. The death or absence of live flora and 
fauna is central to both of the narratives. Live, healthy, balanced nature can only be remembered 
and mourned. Both works present characters who dream of healthy flora and fauna, of a time 
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before nature was destroyed and most (Rifters) or all (The Road) animals became extinct. In 
Starfish, Yves Scanlon dreams of a time when he was living on a waterfront, when there was still 
fishing and migratory birds, before shorelines became disaster zones, the water levels rose at 
incredible rates because of global warming, and before most animal species became extinct, and 
he dreams of the lost privilege of “appreciating nature first hand” (Watts 1999; 153). Likewise, 
the man in The Road dreams of the past and of what is lost: lush forests, birds, and trout. Nature 
is presented as a memory, as something precious that has been lost and is recalled with nostalgia 
by these characters. This juxtaposition of the past and present, of nature as it once was and as it 
has become, or ceased to be, is an expression of ecological concerns that keeps coming back 
throughout both narratives (as it does throughout contemporary sf). 
The absence of life, especially of birds and fish, is emphasized in both works. The Great 
Lakes are portrayed as “clear and blue and lifeless as chemically treated toilet bowls” in 
Maelstrom (Watts 2001; 204). Similarly, it is repeated many times in The Road that there are no 
fish in the lakes, no more trout in the rivers, no birds in the sky, and no seagulls on the shore. 
Although wildlife seems completely extinct in The Road, in the Rifters Trilogy there still are 
some animals around, but the Earth’s biodiversity has been radically impoverished. However, 
while McCarthy’s narrative remains mysterious as to what caused the dying out of fauna and 
other forms of life, anthropogenic pollution and climate change are targeted in the Rifters Trilogy 
as the main cause of animal extinction, and the destruction of the environment. Indeed, while it 
can be said that The Road presents the death of nature in more intimately tragic and horrific 
scenes and imagery than in Watts’ trilogy, the latter presents references to contemporary 
environmental and scientific issues, such as global warming, climate change, pollution, and 
genetic modification, and imaginatively exacerbates these tendencies, anticipating the disastrous 
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consequences of their not being addressed in the immediate and near future. In this sense, 
while The Road points out the essential role of nature to human survival and human experience, 
the Rifters Trilogy has a greater environmentalist undertone, as it is more broadly engaged with 
and explicitly critical of our contemporary attitudes towards environmental issues. 
In short, the selected narratives present post-apocalyptic imagery, the destruction of the 
natural world and massive devastation in ways that evidence similar literary strategies—the 
defamiliarization of nature and the creation of estrangement—but that also evidence some 
different critical implications: one points out the possible tragic global consequences of the 
failure to overcome environmental issues of our time, while the other one portrays the destruction 
of the planet and society as we know them but silences the causes. In other words, although both 
are post-apocalyptic and ecodystopian, I would say that the Rifters Trilogy is predominantly 
ecodystopian, while The Road is more true to the classic post-apocalyptic genre and its aesthetics, 
which focus on survival after the end of the world-as-we-know-it in an ashen or barren landscape. 
As I hope this thesis has shown, the study of the intersection between science fiction and 
the representation of nature, or science fiction and environmentalism, represents a productive 
field of inquiry; not only because science fiction is rich with inventive representations of nature 
that are indicative and critical of where nature stands in our cultures, our effects upon it, the 
environmental issues of our time, and our attitudes towards these issues, but also because the 
imaginative envisioning of the future of nature and of our planet is a necessary step in the process 
of grasping their vulnerability, their vital role in our existence, and our need and duty to preserve 
them. 
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